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1 Introduction  

This paper presents a constructivist learning from errors pedagogic approach. We map students’ 

difficulties in understanding the conceptual modeling of relational databases, to examine a new 

teaching method which integrates explicit orientation to errors and strives to learn from them. 

Acknowledging the problems and difficulties that students experience when performing the activity of 

conceptual modeling, will help us educators understand their challenges and needs.  

 

1.1 Conceptual modeling of databases 

The database normalization technique, first proposed by Codd (1972), defines relational integrity rules 

to create a relational database schema that is constructed from simple and clear relations, each one 

expressing a particular entity, while avoiding redundant information that causes certain types of 

logical or structural problems, reducing NULL values, and disallowing the possibility of generating 

spurious records (Elmasri & Navathe, 2011, Georgiev, 2008).  

Database normalization is a central topic in database courses, and therefore it is most important that 

students understand it correctly. Unfortunately, it is quite difficult to motivate students to learn 

database normalization since the subject is too often considered to be theoretical and "dry" (Georgiev, 

2008; Kung & Tung, 2006). A main problem with teaching relational databases is the abstract nature 

of the database design process that makes it challenging to deliver the theory, and to provide students 

with practical skills to perform effectively in real life (Al-Dmour, 2010).  

Existing teaching approaches may not be the best way to help students effectively understand the 

database normalization process (Kung & Tung, 2006). Good tools to aid students learn database 

conceptual modeling, are absent. The classical database normalization teaching approach has often 

relied on the definition of normal forms (NF), including normalization algorithms to remove 

extraneous attributes of functional dependencies (FDs). There are previous interesting works with 

attempts to use different teaching approaches in database design. Two examples are Watson's (2006) 
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integrated spiral approach that helps students relate the abstract (data model) to the concrete (querying 

a database), and Al-Dmour's (2010) cognitive apprenticeship approach that helps students' develop a 

deeper understanding of the topic.  

1.2 Learning from errors 

In the last decade, studies in the areas of mathematics, physics and computer science education have 

shown encouraging results supporting the learning from errors approach (Borasi, 1996; Pinkerton, 

2005; Ginat & Shmallo, 2013; Grobe & Renkl, 2007; Siegler & Chen, 2008).  

In mathematics, Borasi (1996) recognized the powerful potential of errors in teaching, and developed a 

framework of capitalizing on errors as a departure point for inquiry about the nature of mathematics.  

In the area of physics, Yerushalmi and Polingher (2005) used a method asking students to detect 

erroneous statements, whereas Pinkeron (2005) asked his students to identify and correct conceptual 

errors in their exam solutions. 

In computer science, Ginat (2008) developed a learning approach that benefits from incorrect 

solutions, which he implemented in classroom activities. Ginat & Shmallo (2013) developed a model 

of learning from errors for teaching the basic concepts of OOP (object oriented programming). They 

found that the learning from errors approach helps students to better comprehend fundamental OOP 

terms and mechanisms. 

In July 2009, a post in AISWORLD Listserve requested for an advice from IS practitioners who teach 

the database course on a pedagogy approach for teaching conceptual modeling. We did not find any 

advice referring to the learning from errors approach. It seems that learning from errors approach had 

still not been applied in the area of database modeling, and therefore this is the first attempt to 

examine its effectiveness. 

 

2 Objectives 

We intend to test whether the learning from errors approach is effective in the area of teaching 

conceptual modeling of relational databases. The research has three phases:  

1. Mapping student errors driven from solutions to scenario tasks. 

2. Designing classroom and homework activities that utilize the range of errors for the learning 

process (according to the previous mapping process). 

3. Comparing database modelling solutions of two groups of students, one group learned in the 

traditional way versus another who learned from errors.  

3 Research Method 

We are in the first and preliminary phase of mapping student errors using solutions to scenario tasks. 

We handed out homework material that included a textual scenario for modeling of a normalized 

database schema to 82 undergraduate university students majoring in IS Engineering. The students 

were required to identify relations, draw primary key–foreign key (FK-PK) relationships and correctly 

apply database normalization rules. We analyzed the solutions to map the types of errors, and the 

frequency of each type.  

Based on the results of the mapping errors phase, in the second phase we will design activities that 

utilize the range of errors for the learning process. The assignments will involve ideas from previous 

work such as "erroneous examples" (Grobe & Renkl, 2007) and "self-explanations" (Siegler & Chen, 
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2008). For instance, some exercises will present database schemas for fictitious organizations, each 

having constraints and requirements. In those schemas, we will deliberately incorporate erroneous 

relations, to include the error types detected in the previous phase. 

 

At the third phase, we will conduct an experimental study that compares a group of students who will 

learn conceptual modelling through the traditional database teaching approach, to a group of students 

who will be exposed to a learning process that would have a combination of the traditional teaching 

approach with the learning from errors approach. The experimental group will study the same 

material, at the same pace, yet database modelling will be displayed with an extra focus on learning 

from errors. Finally, we will analyse their solutions for identical exercises. We expect to find higher-

quality solutions with fewer errors in the experimental group of students. IS educators will rate the 

quality of the solutions, and Cohen’s Kappa will be used to test inter-rater reliability (agreement) 

among raters.  

 

4 Results 

The examination of students' solutions yielded different types of errors, as presented in Table 1 (N = 

82). 

 
Error type Description Freq. Percentage 

Improper definition of  

primary key 

Creating a super key or choosing the wrong field as a key 32 39% 

Improper definition of  

foreign key 

Excluding fields from the foreign key, or including 

redundant foreign key – primary key connections  

19 23.17% 

Missing fields Excluding a field appearing as an attribute in the scenario 

from its suitable relation  

18 21.95% 

Redundant fields Including a field appearing as an attribute in the scenario 

in an unsuitable relation 

52 63.41% 

Missing relations Excluding a relation by uniting its fields in another 

relation  

27 32.92% 

Redundant relations Creating a relation by an unnecessary fragmentation of 

fields between relations  

62 75.60% 

Table 1. Types of errors in database schema modeling. 

The most common error made by students is of redundancy: including redundant relations in the 

schema and needless fields in relations and adding unnecessary fields to the primary key. The other 

types of errors are also quite prevalent. 

 

5 Conclusion 

Our research plan introduces a new pedagogical approach to the area of IS design, that has already 

been successfully applied in several areas, but not yet in the area of relational database conceptual 

modeling.  

The research is in its initial phase of mapping student errors to help educators better understand their 

confusions and difficulties.  

We hope and expect that the results of our research will contribute to IS educators who teach database 

courses, in a way that they will be able to better understand and handle students' difficulties with the 
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subject of database modeling. If the learning from errors approach proves itself to be effective, it could 

be used as a guide for designing educational programs, and learning supporting tools that will be used 

in courses for an effective learning process of database conceptual design. 
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1 Introduction and Background 

Information Systems (IS) and Knowledge based Systems (KS) are inseparable and integral part in our 

life. The reality generates huge amounts of data. These amounts of information are collected, stored, 

analyzed and distributed. Two main aspects have to be considered. The first, how these amounts are 

collected and arranged, technologically?  The second, how these amounts of data can be processed 

effectively? This abstract relates to "renewed" vision, concept and practical way; which help us to 

arrange and analyze IS effectively in alternate way.  Practically, it can be done by converting the 

standard IS into mathematical form; to affect the data structure and the processed way [1]. Additional 

references for the above appear in the article "information systems success"[2]. 

 

2 "Brain Research" - Project summarized example 

Typical Neural Network in the brain research should contains billions vertices and trillions edges. 

Suppose that our research project wants to explore electrical resistance in the brain neurons by 

sampling different areas in the brain. This should be done in a period of time: minutes & hours. The 

experiment and research requires HUGE amounts of data to be collected, even before starting the 

processing stage. Assume we take 10 samples per second, for 60 seconds (1 minute). The table below 

shows how much memory bytes are required (approx.).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            

 

Table 1.      Brain Research project: the network & computer's memory 

1.0E+10 10 Billion Neurons (vertices) The network 

1.7E+13 17 trillion connections (edges) 

 

10 times per second Samples 

600 1 minute (600 samples) 

24 3 long integer (in bytes) Memory Bytes 

2.4E+17 Total Bytes 

2.4E+14 KB Memory units 

2.3E+11 MB 

2.3E+08 GB 

2.2E+05 TB 

222,644 TB - Terabytes 
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This real-project example belongs to Big-Data Analysis project's family.  The typical way to collect 

and classify the data is by means of database, of course. Immediately after, we cope with the question 

of "how this data can be processed?". 

In this project ('research in progress'), new POV was considered, in order to analyze the data 

differently from the conventional IS tools/means. The system was abstracted into new form: math 

rules & symbols; rather than using the basic IS structure.  

 

3 IS in mathematical form: advantages & disadvantages 

 

Table2 illustrates the advantages and disadvantages briefly. 

 

3.1 Advantages 

The first elementary and prime point is presenting another different point of view about the "reality". 

The reality here describes information system. It means: fields, tables, relationships between tables 

and data-elements, graphs, schemes and more. The ability and the use of mathematical model 

supporting us abstract different way of the basic and non-basic elements description from within the 

data base or the IS structure. Different point of view always helps to realize, recognize and analyze 

new things and increase our understanding, in general. It is specifically important on IS, as it mostly 

includes complex elements and complex types of relationships and references between the IS elements 

[3].  

Second, the ability to abstract data structures, procedures, computations, formulas, methods and any 

other integrated stages in the IS, is considerable prime issue. This is mostly important when 

specifically we want or need to focus on the complexity of the IS and when we are required to 

simplify the IS, in any form, way or dimension.  Using mathematical model can broaden, widen the 

computational abilities: logical operations and/or digits-based computations. This should affect all 

computational inner processes significantly, in most cases. 

The next advantage refers to the organizational form of any IS. Any information system is required to 

be well-characterized and best-analyzed, even before its implementation on the development process, 

and later, on its implementation in the client's house. Using the mathematical model, opens us wide 

door to ways of organizing the data and structures. We can use additional ways to classify chunks of 

data rather than use the conventional practical ways. Using mathematical form on the IS – helps us to 

manage the data and the system in alternate ways. Another elementary and basic demand is the ability 

of any IS system to be connected, linked or interfaced – with other systems. Most IS do not usually 

live and exist by themselves, without these kinds of external links. Connectivity is part of the game – 

in our world, and we are required to think, adapt and adopt this concept, not just as "minds & 

thoughts" but also practically. Using the mathematical models enables us to widen the scope of 

systems we can negotiate or connected to. The synergism we have here is significant, even by relating 

to the simple synergy rule, which says that the creation of a whole is greater than the simple sum of 

its parts.  

Additional advantage is the multi-level/multi-paradigm and multi-dimensional way, to analyze and 

categorize the data. That leads to very important issue to software developers, programmers: the 

abilities to monitor stages, sub-stages, procedures, methods, functions and such – are significantly 

expanded, compared with no-use of mathematical models techniques.  
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3.2 Disadvantages 

The prime barrier is "mathematics". We all know that this might be a significant barrier – on the side 

of required knowledge. But it is a MUST argument and without it the relevance of using mathematical 

model presentations becomes doubtful.  Even when you are familiar and have wide mathematical 

knowledge, the next difficulty is the required ability of abstraction. This is essential for fully use 

mathematical model implementation, and to utilize its advantages on the best way. 

Another point regards to the difficulty of using the mathematical model intuitively. The reason 

depends, again, on the abstraction level of the user.  

The next disadvantage relates to the scope of any IS. Most of the systems which are mathematically 

modeled are wide and complex ISs. Thus, the mathematical model does not fit to small and middle-

size systems. The models usually fit to ISs analyzed by IS spiral model or by the IS incremental mode, 

in wide range of projects. Reference [5] includes an example. 

The last issue is the difficulty to create isomorphic systems; between the source IS and the simulated 

new presentation. The difficulty is part of the adaptability argument, which requires the wide 

knowledge of understanding the technological system on one hand, and the mathematical approach on 

the second hand. Once we do not have clear and 1:1 (one to one) ability to use the isomorphism, we 

are faced with real problems of lack of equivalence, which reduce our ability to use the mathematical 

model, its contributions and its added value. 

 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Different point-of-view Mathematics is a "barrier". Wide knowledge is 

required 

Abstraction of concepts, methods, procedures The model sometimes considered to be complex-one 

Enable wide computational & logical operations The model might be not intuitive 

Wide range to organize, classify, categorize the IS    Mostly suitable to wide complex systems 

Wide connectivity and interfaces to other systems Difficult in isomorphism creation (source sys :  math 

sys) 

Multi-dimensional analysis methods  

Wide monitoring and debugging ways  

Table2.           IS in mathematical model form: advantages & disadvantages 
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1 Introduction 

Health organizations invest many resources in the development of health information technology 

(HIT). However the benefits of these systems are slowly integrating into their daily routines 

(DesRoches et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2013). Emergency rooms (ERs) and their unique environment 

characterized by time pressure, surging numbers of patients and limited staff make quality of care as 

well as ease of implementation of electronic health record (EHR) systems a challenge. Medical 

decision making is a complex process (Kannampallil et al. 2011), ERs add additional factors to this 

complexity. 

Many factors influence HIT adoption, one of them is the experiences of other health organizations in 

the process of implementing HIT (Agarwal et al. 2010). Studies showed that ignoring the assimilation 

process could give the false impression that using this system is a burden (Park et al. 2012). Only a 

few studies have examined EHR cost effectiveness (Ben-Assuli and Leshno 2013; Ovretveit et al. 

2007). Studies report contradictory and complex findings (Adler-Milstein et al. 2013), unclear size 

effect (Bar-Dayan et al. 2013) or un-generalizable findings.  

We investigated the relationship between EHR and the financial and clinical outcomes in an ED. For 

this purpose we used a decision tree. To analyse these decisions we used a probabilistic Markov model 

and assessed the cost effectiveness of each branch of the decision tree.  

2 Methods and the Analytical Model 

To assess the impact of EHR on medical decision-making we conducted a simulation experiment in 

collaboration with MSR, the Israel Center for Medical Simulation. ER physicians’ performance in a 

simulation of a common abdominal pain complaint was analysed. The scenario was presented at a 

simulated ER at MSR.  

A Markov Model was used to estimate the differences between admitted patients and discharged 

patients. Access to EHR enabled rapid identification of life threatening situations such as Abdominal 

Aorta Aneurism (AAA). Figure 1 shows the Markov model assessment of physicians’ decision 

making.  

mailto:ofir.benassuli@gmail.com
mailto:leshnom@post.tau.ac.il
mailto:Amitai.Ziv@sheba.health.gov.il
mailto:Avinoah.Irony@sheba.health.gov.il
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Figure 1. Markov model: schematic diagram of the abdominal pain scenario 

The probabilities in the model are time-dependent. Each cycle of the model lasts one year (the costs 

and benefits are incremented each year).  

 

 

Figure 2. Schematic decision tree when using EHR and the Markov model 

 

Figure 2 depicts the structure of the decision tree in the model. This decision tree was used for 

calculating cost effectiveness. We assessed the cost effectiveness of EHR use by comparing the 

benefits of admissions versus discharge in quality adjusted life years (QALY) (Pliskin 1999). In 

QALY units, a year of poor health has a lower value than a year of excellent health. 

A simulated ER was set up in the simulation center, equipped with an EHR system. Physicians met the 

simulated patient (SP) who presented each of them abdominal pain, then they were asked to diagnose 

her/him based on the simulation (preliminary diagnosis). Then physicians were able to order medical 

tests and based on this additional information, they were asked to diagnose again (final diagnosis) and 

decide whether to admit or discharge the patient.  

To estimate cost effectiveness, we divided the estimated costs of every possible decision in QALY 

units as assigned to that outcome (∆COSTS/∆QALYs)  

3 Results 

26 physicians from the medical staff of Tel-Hashomer hospital participated. Half of them were given 

access to the EHR. Clinical decisions were collected by questionnaires. 

Results show that access to EHR substantially increased the percentage of admissions (which is 

justified in this scenario) as well as the accuracy of the differential diagnosis. All participants 

receiving access to EHR decided to admit as oppose to only 23.1% of the participants without access 

to EHR who made the accurate decision to admit the patient.  

∆Costs and ∆QALY were calculated as the difference between the decision to admit the patient and 

the decision to discharge and were also based on access to EHR (vs. not accessing the EHR). These 

were the results: ∆Costs=$29,514.2-$14,262.3=$15,251.9; ∆QALY=25.5-13.1=12.4. Thus, the cost-

effectiveness ratio is $1,228.5, which is very cost-effective (below $50,000) according to all common 

threshold standards (the WHO, Medicare and more). 
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4 Discussion 

The results lead to several key conclusions. First, using EHR in ERs increases the number of QALY 

units per patient and improves medical decision making. Second, investment in an integrative EHR is 

a worthwhile economic investment (it is cost effective), as long as physicians have access to the EHR 

in the ER.  

These results can enable policy makers to assess the benefits of EHR in QALY alongside the costs.  

This study has several limitations. For example, the findings relate to a single specific scenario in a 

simulated ER. Future research could test its generalizability by applying the method to other situations 

or systems.  
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1 Introduction 

With the growing dependency on data resources, with rapidly increasing volume and complexity - data 

quality (DQ) is of greater concern. This study observes the degradation of data accuracy over time, 

due to changes in the real-world entities or behaviors that the data describes. Even if data is captured 

correctly, the real-world state may change over time. If the data is not updated accordingly, it may no 

longer reflect the real-world state correctly, and become inaccurate. Obviously, decisions that rely on 

inaccurate data might lead to fault decisions, often with major negative consequences. The goal of this 

study is to develop a model that reflects DQ as a dynamic process, and may help assessing and 

predicting accuracy degradation over time. Another important aspect addressed by this study is the 

substantial cost-benefit tradeoffs associated with DQ improvement. The task of detecting and 

correcting accuracy defects, by comparing data to the corresponding real-world's values, is expensive 

and resource-demanding. The model developed in this study may help assessing whether the benefits 

from DQ improvement justify the associated costs, and recommend the optimal point in time at which 

data values should be evaluated and possibly reacquired. 

2 Model Development 

The model takes continuous-time Markov chain approach, assuming a finite number of states, each 

reflecting a possible value of a certain key data attribute. The probabilities of transitioning between 

states are known, stable, and independent of past transitions, and the time spent in each state is 

exponentially distributed. The model assumes some known damage in cases where the data state does 

not meet the real-world value. The damage is state-dependent and described as a non-decreasing 

(possibly constant) function of time. Under those assumptions, it is possible to estimate the expected 

damage of a data record, given its current state and the time passed since the last transition. The 

decision whether or not to correct the data can now be evaluated by comparing the potential benefits 

of correcting (the elimination of potential damage), versus the correction cost.  

3 Model Evaluation 

The model is evaluated with a real-world dataset that captures the workflow of a relevant business 

scenario. The dataset reflects the activity of a firm that handles insurance claims, where as part of the 

claim-handling process employees have to update the insurant's status if changed. Insurants often 

neglect to report their current status; hence, the dataset is subject to major inaccuracies, which often 
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translate to major monetary losses for the company. Contacting Insurants and updating their details is 

costly and time consuming. Currently the contact decision is guided by some heuristics that are based 

on employees' experience. The goal of the empirical evaluation is to assess the model's feasibility and 

potential contribution, by evaluating its performance in potential time and cost saving associated with 

status transitions prediction. 

4 Results  

In the empirical evaluation, when comparing the potential damage prevented of the model versus the 

potential damage prevented of the current heuristic call method, the suggested model prevented in 

average a potential damage equivalent to 565.64, which is more potential damage than the current 

working method heuristic, which is equivalent to 390.23 in average. When comparing the actual 

damage inflicted by the suggested model and the actual damage inflicted by the current heuristic 

calling method, the suggested model reduced the actual damage occurred to the firm by 20% in 

average. Both empirical tests were conducted with the use of the communication method as a 

contextual attribute that affects the probabilities and parameters of the model. The use of that 

contextual attribute, which is of a final values list of "telephonist", "field representative" and "both", 

was suggested by the firm's managers. The model without the use of the contextual attribute prevented 

in average a potential damage equivalent to 422.64 (as opposed to 322.66 prevented by the current 

working method heuristic) and reduced the inflicted damage by 22% in average. Hence, when 

comparing the performance of the model with this contextual attribute to its performance disregarding 

the communication method, there wasn't any significant difference between the tests.  

5 Discussion  

In overall, the evaluation results were encouraging. The model was able to provide recommendations 

of customers with high probability of state transition that need to be contacted, with overall 

performance that was substantially higher than the current heuristics-based contact method. A key 

preliminary assumption, made prior to the model evaluation, was that the transition time has 

exponential distribution. This assumption was supported only partially by the actual data – some 

distributions confirmed this assumption but some did not. Regardless – the use of the model could 

provide good results, in terms of damage reduction, despite some mismatched with the assumption of 

exponential behaviour. The further separation to different models, based on the values of the contact 

form as context variable, did not improve the results but did not harm them either. Notably the choice 

of context variable was based on a recommendation made by FIRM's managers.  

6 Conclusions  

This study contributes by offering a model that can help predicting possible degradation in data quality 

and recommending the optimal time for requisition. The model, based on a continuous-time Markov 

chain, takes some novel approaches, compared to other tools and techniques in Data Quality 

Management. The study looks at a possible interplay of two DQ dimensions that are mostly treated 

independently – accuracy and currency. It observe quality degradation as dynamic process, and builds 

into the model possible cost-benefit tradeoffs, that can influence economically-optimal choices.  

The model, however, relays on the assumption that the company reacquire the customers' current state 

without interfering with the natural course of their process. In practice, contacting a customer for data 

reacquisition may serve as an opportunity to make some offers and influence the customers' behaviour. 

By that – the act of data acquisition does not only update the record to reflect the real-world state, but 

can also influence the real-world state and result in some changes to the data. As a further research, 

modelling the reacquisition as a decision tree may help capturing this possibility. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Crowdfunding is a process that allows entrepreneurs to raise money from a large base of supporters 

over the Internet (Belleflamme et al. 2011). The maturity of Web 2.0 technologies and the success of 

crowdsourcing (Giudici et al. 2012; Kleemann et al. 2008) gave rise to dedicated crowdfunding 

platforms, which bring together entrepreneurs and potential funders and facilitate information flow 

and transactions.   

As crowdfunding platforms gained popularity, social features and additional dynamics, such as social 

influence of one funder on others, emerged (Burtch et al. 2013). Funders are looking for social 

interactions (Gerber et al. 2012) and community norms, such as reciprocity, are present in these 

platforms (Zvilichovsky et al. 2013). Thus, platform owners may wish to leverage on their users 

community in order to enhance the performance of their platform. Not surprisingly then, that 

Kickstarter, the popular crowdfunding platform on which we focus in this study, refers to itself as a 

community. Kickstarter’s official blog states: "A Kickstarter project does more than raise money. It 

builds community around your work." 1  

2 OBJECTIVES 

In this study, we quantitatively estimated to what extent Kickstarter really is a community. We studied 

three types of communities that are evident on Kickstarter: campaign level communities, category 

centered communities, and platform-level communities. 

3 METHOD 

We focused our study on the Kickstarter platform, which has launched more than 200,000 projects 

since inception2. Over 8 million backers have pledged more than US$1.5B to Kickstarter campaigns.   

                                                      

1 https://www.kickstarter.com/learn, visited April 29th , 2014 

2  http://www.kickstarter.com/help/stats , visited March 1st,  2015 

mailto:yaelinba@tau.ac.il
mailto:ohadbr@tau.ac.il
https://www.kickstarter.com/learn
http://www.kickstarter.com/help/stats
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We developed two dedicated Web crawlers – one for comprehensive, static data, and the other for 

monitoring the dynamics of live projects. The data presented in this paper are based on results of 

crawling that ended on August 23, 2014. The data contain the details of 6,632,241 backers and 

157,661 completed campaigns, covering 97% of the campaigns completed on Kickstarter by that date. 

We collected all the publicly available information about each campaign, its owner, and the users who 

backed it.  

In order to test the effects of the different types of communities on campaign performance, we 

classified members into the following community types: 

 Project-centered – These are ad-hoc communities centered around a campaign. Most of the 

members of these communities are first-time backers, and their behavior is driven by the specific 

project being funded. 

 Category-centered – These are communities based on interest, centered around a topic that is one 

of the 13 predetermined Kickstarter categories (such as Technology, Music, Food, etc.). These 

communities are sometimes extensions of offline or virtual communities that exist outside 

Kickstarter. 

 Platform-centered – Members of this community are backers who have supported at least two 

campaigns in at least two different campaign categories. Their interests are aligned with what the 

platform has to offer – a hub for creativity and entrepreneurship (Boudreau and Lakhani 2013).  

 Category-diverged community – We expect that over time, some category-centered members 

would back campaigns outside their category of original interest, due to changes in interest and 

attentions. We associate them with the category-diverged community. 

In order to perform this evaluation, we estimated a logistic regression model for predicting the 

probability of campaign success given the ratios of the four community type backers among the total 

campaign backers. We controlled for campaign characteristics, owner attributes, and platform age at 

campaign launch day. Our control variables are consistent with the main models estimated for 

predicting Kickstarter campaign success in previous studies (Marom and Sade 2013; Mollick 2014; 

Zvilichovsky et al. 2013). In order to normalize for the effect of herding we repeated the regression 

described above considering different key stages of each campaign fundraising period: after 5%, 10%, 

20%, 30%, 40%, and 100% of the campaign goal was collected. 

 

4 RESULTS 

The results show that category-centered community members have the highest positive effect on 

campaign success and that category-diverged community members has a negative effect. For example, 

the odds ratios for the campaign final state were 1.013***, 1.023***, 1.046*** for Platform-, Project- 

and Category-centered, respectively. 

These results may be explained via theory of membership overlap (Zhu et al. 2013): Members who 

belong to multiple communities are subject to conflicting forces. On the one hand, these members 

enjoy the overlap benefits (i.e., diversity of choice and interest). However, on the other hand, each 

member has only limited resources (time, attention, and money) and may struggle to maintain multiple 

active communities over time. Category-centered community members do not divide their resources 

among multiple communities and are able to identify value and quality in their area of interest.  
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5 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we introduced a community-oriented estimation approach in order to study the impact of 

the different community types on Kickstarter campaign performance. We found that the category-

based community is a strategic pivotal subgroup of the overall Kickstarter community. We suggest 

that drawing this type of member to support a campaign will increase its likelihood of success. We 

also found that category-based community members, after detaching from their community, increase 

their platform participation; however, their backing lacks community added value and their impact on 

campaign success decreases. 
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1 Introduction 

Know-how, which refers to the practical knowledge that connects desired objectives to 

actions that can achieve those objectives, is a crucial foundation for today's advanced 

technological society. As more and more know-how is constantly being created, methods and 

techniques are needed for organizing, visualizing, understanding, and applying growing 

bodies of know-how. Know-how in the context of information systems can be considered at 

the technical level in which for example one would look for alternatives of methods to model 

organizations or at the management level in which for example one would examine 

alternatives for reaching a decision regarding the adoption of new IT infrastructure. In this 

work, we elaborate on the needs for mapping out such knowledge, and provide an overview of 

approaches for addressing these needs. Following the limitations of existing approaches, we 

present ME-map, a particular approach we developed for mapping know-how, and its 

preliminary evaluation. 

The ME-map approach centres around the means-ends relationship prominent in goal-oriented 

requirements engineering (hence the name ME-map), for depicting alternative solutions to 

problems and the trade-offs among them. By visualizing and analyzing the structure of the 

body of know-how in a domain, one can discover gaps in knowledge (open problems with 

missing or inadequate solutions), thereby guiding research directions and facilitating the 

evaluation of the impact of research results. Synergies across domains can potentially be 

discovered by making connections across know-how maps, and thus creating new solutions. 

The progress of knowledge over time can be analyzed, as newly-invented methods and 

techniques are incrementally overlaid on top of the map of the existing body of know-how. To 

examine the benefits of using the ME-map approach we evaluated it via various 

complementary methods. 

2 Related Work 

To date, little work has been done to offer a conceptual approach to map out domain 

knowledge within one or more fields. Researchers mainly use literature reviews, including 
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systematic reviews (Kitchenham et al., 2009), and tagging and classifications approaches to 

accumulate and organize knowledge in one or more domains (Kwasnik, 1999). Such 

approaches help cluster knowledge along themes or viewpoints of interest, however, offer 

little insights into the structure of the domain knowledge itself, such as to characterize 

problems, solutions and innovative contributions. Some works aim at mapping out inter-

disciplinary research using approaches to visualizing domains knowledge and kinds of 

relationships between domains knowledge. These include, for example, subject heading and 

terminology clustering (Chen and Paul, 2001; Leydesdorff and Rafols, 2009), as well as work 

toward output indicators for interdisciplinary science and engineering research, which give 

insight into social dynamics that lead to knowledge integration (Wagner  et al., 2001). 

While these approaches offer important signposts for researchers to orient themselves in 

disciplinary and cross-disciplinary fields of research, such approaches typically use 

quantitative measures and descriptive statistic approaches, including novel multi-dimensional 

networking graphics, to indicate citation structures and interconnections between topics across 

disciplines, without, however relating the conceptual structuring of the knowledge and 

evolution of knowledge in domains. 

Some research has been done to offer a conceptual view of literature in a domain and to 

support a conceptual consolidating of scholarly works. This includes concept maps (Novak 

and Cañas, 2006), cause maps (Eden et al., 1992), and claim-oriented argumentation (Shum et 

al., 2000).  

While these offer useful structuring of domain knowledge, they do not specifically focus on 

linking problem and solution knowledge within and across domains, in general, and during 

knowledge innovation and evolution, in particular, and they lack essential capabilities to 

evaluate or compare state-of-the-art studies related to the means-ends relationships.  

3 The ME-map approach 

The ME-map approach draws its core concepts from goal-oriented requirement engineering 

approach (GORE) (Yu et al., 2011). In particular, we adopt as a baseline concepts from the i* 

framework (Yu et al., 2011), a light-weight notation that includes at its core the means-ends 

relationships. We then examined and further refined the notation while applying our ME-

mapping approach to a number of technical domains.  

A main objective of the proposed approach is to take advantage of an inherent means-ends 

relationship we observe to exist in technical domains, where the identification of problems 

and development of feasible solutions are a key concern. The aim is not to find evidence for 

the existence of an ontological means-ends relationship, but to examine the utility of such a 

relationship, once introduced, when used to structure knowledge during knowledge mapping 

in such aforementioned domains. The proposed approach focuses on knowledge that have the 

purpose of providing an overview of problems identified in a domain, quality of problems that 

are particularly relevant in the domain, and offering a systematic review of proposed solutions 

to problems and associated properties, as well as those that discuss open issues.  
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Figure 2. A partial ME-map of the variability in business processes domain 

 

Figure 1 presents a partial view of a ME-map related to the area of variability in business 

processes. Round rectangles represent tasks and ellipses represents qualities (i.e., properties), 

which are the important elements within the proposed approaches. The various links are 

explicated within that figure. For example, Model Variability by Restriction is a mean to 

achieve Model Multiple Variant Jointly which is associated with many qualities such as 

Formal, Support for Model Correctness, and Language Independency. C-EPC in an 

alternative means to achieve Model Variability by Restriction while positively contributes to 

Formal and negatively to Language Independency qualities (among other contributions). 

In order to examine the use of the ME-Map approach we have tested it in several ways. First, 

we have applied it in a number of different knowledge domains and in different contexts 

through its evolution. These include the domain of variability in modeling business processes, 

customer retention, architecture documentation, and data mining. Second, we conducted a 

user study under a controlled setting to evaluate the comprehension of such maps, and lastly, 

we conducted another user study under a controlled setting to examine the process of 

constructing such maps.  

4 Summary and Future Plans 

The ME-map approach has proven to be beneficial in our initial studies. Nevertheless, further 

refinements and evaluation are required. These include the following: (1) Improving the 

guidelines for map creators to support the process of knowledge extraction; (2) Considering 

engaging the crowd into the mapping efforts in which different stakeholders could contribute 

to creating, arguing about and improving on a collaborative knowledge map; (3) Devising 

semi-automated reasoning support to identify gaps or even possible solution approaches to 

identified gaps, across different knowledge maps; and (4) Automating the knowledge 

extraction process, so that the efforts in creating such maps would be reduced dramatically, 

and hence much more knowledge would be covered.  
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1 Introduction 

About ten years after Ashton used the phrase "Internet of Things" for the first time in 1999, he 

explained how "In the real world, 'things' matter more than 'ideas'" (Ashton, 2009). 

The IoT (Internet of Things) refers to "Smart Things", containing nano-computers (Fleisch, 2010), 

which have digital identity and can communicate with other products through the Internet (Laranjo, 

Macedo & Santos, 2012). Due to the fact that any object can be connected to the internet, the field of 

IoT has the potential to lead to revolutions in many industries, with the greatest of these forecasted in 

the healthcare industry (Feller, 2011). Today we can already witness an increasing use of IoT products 

for physical measurements (Guillemin & Freiss, 2009). Some examples include: RFID-based devices 

measuring medical parameters where complex care is required, such as for patients with Alzheimer’s 

or cardiovascular diseases (Laranjo, Macedo & Santos, 2012); tracking blood sugar levels and liver 

enzymes of patients with medical instructions sent to them in real-time, thanks to the combined 

technologies of wireless sensors and wireless cellular phones (Halliday & Hohberger, 2012); "Gluco 

phones", for chronic diabetic patients which transfer real-time glucose status information to the 

appropriate health authorities (West, 2012); "UroSense", a medical device system that automates urine 

output and core body temperature (CBT) data gathering and charting for catheterized patients. These 

two vital signs can now be measured automatically, as opposed to current manual, inaccurate and time 

intensive methods. By monitoring them, one can trigger care protocols that can facilitate early 

treatment and diagnosis of heart failure, kidney injury, infectious disease, large prostate tumors, 

diabetes, sepsis and burn patient status in addition to CBT indicators of infection and hypothermia ("3 

IoT healthcare apps", 2015, http://www.future-path.net/). Another example of a medical IoT product, 

which is in its final stage of development toward human trials, is "Vectorious" - a simple, minimally-

invasive implanted device and external home-unit. This monitoring system for congestive heart failure 

(CHF) patients is based on a miniature wireless implant that enables daily “push button” readings of 

patient hemodynamic pressure, which provide early, accurate physiological indications of cardiac 

decompensation. This is a platform which will enable significant improvement in the management of 

CHF. Patients will experience ongoing, personalized care, and physicians will save lives and cut 

healthcare costs. (Klein Leichman, 2015, "Saving lives by monitoring", 2015). Since Regulations in 

the U.S. require FDA approval for each IoT product with medical applications, clinical procedures are 

performed in order to confirm the effectiveness and reliability of each product (West, 2012). 

Advanced technologies and modern devices trigger debates among physicians - some support new 

information and communications technologies, while others doubt the potential of such technologies 

to influence treatment effectiveness (Hanna & Fairhurst, 2013). It seems that physician-patient 

relationships are challenged as a result of the accessibility to health information on the Internet (Rider, 

Malik & Chevassut, 2014). Visits are more time-consuming because physicians need to devote more 

effort in order to explain medical concepts and discuss implications with patients who obtain data 

from technological medical devices but lack the ability to evaluate this data (Christmann, 2013). 
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2 Research Questions 

The objective of this research is to examine and analyze the influences of IoT products on the medical 

practice of physicians.  

The research focused on the following questions: 

1. Are physicians aware of different IoT products? Do they find them reliable?  

2. In which way do physicians use the various IoT products? Does their use result in shorter 

patient visits?  

3. Do physicians take the patient’s level of understanding into account during a visit?  

4. Are physicians concerned about treating and dealing with patients who, in their opinion, are 

well informed about their condition?  

5. Is there a correlation between the physician’s age and their willingness to engage with IoT 

products? 

3 Research Method 

The research population included physicians only. The study was conducted in three phases: First, a 

pilot questionnaire was constructed and distributed to 23 physicians. Based on the pilot results and 

remarks, an upgraded questionnaire was created on Google Forms. It included 18 questions, 14 close-

ended and 4 open-ended. The questionnaire was distributed among acquaintances, family, social 

networks, professional forums on the Internet, medical centers and two hospitals. 121 responses to the 

upgraded questionnaire were collected from physicians. In parallel, personal interviews were 

conducted with four physicians varying in field of expertise, seniority and age. 

4 Initial Results 

 24% of the respondents supported the use of medical IoT devices. These physicians expressed 

willingness to integrate the products into their practice. They do not question the reliability of IoT 

products and claim that the products can optimize and shorten patient visits. This approach is 

especially supported by younger physicians (66% of the respondents in this group are 27-47 years 

old). However, some doubts were expressed even among physicians who support the use of IoT 

medical devices. Specifically, these respondents are concerned that the use of IoT devices will 

result in a higher demand for medical consultations by worried patients, possibly resulting in 

unnecessary medical examinations. 

 31% of the respondents showed a high level of concern about integrating IoT medical devices in 

their practice. These physicians do not believe that currently available IoT medical products are 

reliable enough, and they prefer to take their own measurements during patient visits. This 

approach is supported by older physicians (57% of the respondents in this group are 40-62 years 

old, and 76% of them have been practicing for over 12 years). Nevertheless, some of the 

reservations can be explained by low familiarity with the products, as reported by these 

respondents.  

5 Initial Conclusions 

 The vast majority of physicians, whether they have been exposed to IoT medical devices or not, 

do believe in the potential of these technologies and foresee that such products will affect medical 
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practice by shortening and optimizing patient care. As expected, this trend is significantly stronger 

among younger physicians that have relatively less experience. 

 Most physicians do not find home use of IoT devices to be reliable enough currently. Therefore, 

repeated measurements would be taken from patients with IoT medical devices. However, 

physicians who claimed that they would perform examinations without relying on the devices do 

not completely reject the integration of the IoT into medical practice. 

 Most physicians, whether exposed to IoT medical devices or not, agree with the need for 

performing manual measurements in addition to automated IoT measurements.  

 Most physicians treat patients differently based on the level of prior knowledge of the patients.  

 Many physicians assert that in this era, in which a large percentage of patients possess healthcare 

knowledge, their authority derives from their expertise, their deep understanding and their ability 

to make decisions based on a broad perspective. 
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1 Introduction 

Contemporary information systems, from online social networks to e-commerce systems, provide 

significant benefits to their users by collecting, analyzing and sharing personal data. However, data 

collection creates challenges to privacy due to unwarranted exposure of sensitive information or usage 

of the data in unexpected ways. Thus, many information systems introduce a trade-off between 

benefits and loss of privacy (Hann, et al. 2002) (Acquisti 2004). For example, in online social 

networks, such as Facebook, users gain social capital benefit thorough the disclosure of information, 

but may also be exposed to a loss of privacy (Dwyer, Hiltz and Passerini 2007). In other systems, such 

as e-commerce systems, the benefits may come in the form of personalized discounts and the cost in 

the form of unwanted exposure and spam emails.  

To manage this trade-off, many information systems employ privacy settings that allow users to 

control which information is shared with the system, which information is collected, and how the 

information will be used by the system. For example, Facebook enables its users to determine who can 

view published information. However, as data sharing controls are inherently complex and domain-

specific, configuration is known to be difficult task , burdensome to the user, and in many cases does 

not easily reflect the user’s preferences. A large number of options leads to weaker choices, a 

phenomenon called the paradox of choice (Schawarts 2004). Several works suggest methods for 

simplifying the configuration process by reducing the configuration space to a small and manageable 

set of options by analzsing the preferences of existing users (Ravichandran, et al. 2009) (Hirschprung, 

Toch and Maimon 2015). The reduction process is optimized to achieve maximal coverage (the rate of 

users satisfied by a reduced number of options) for a given configuration space size. However, to 

optimize users' utility or fairness, the value of information disclosure must be quantified and 

estimated. While the benefits of using an information system are usually measureable, the value of 

privacy is less tangible and difficult to measure (Acquisti., Brandimarte and George 2015). Knowing 

the value of privacy in a particular context can enable the design of a configuration optimization 

process that maximize users' utility. This type of optimization can be used by information systems 

developers to build systems that suit their users better or by regulators to make sure systems do 

balance benefits and privacy.  
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2 Objectives 

The objectives of this research are: a) To develop a methodology to estimate the value of privacy, so 

that it can be used as a parameter in an objective function.  That way an IT designer can synthesize a 

configuration set that optimize users’ social welfare; b) To evaluate a choice architecture, which may 

be used by IT designers to balance usability and utility. To achieve both objectives, the value of 

privacy should be quantified by using the same units as the benefit.  

3 Method 

We propose a methodology (named VOPE - Value of Privacy Estimator), to estimate the cost of 

information disclosure in information systems, and a validation process to establish the result. This 

methodology relies on Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) to model privacy preferences 

when users face uncertainty regarding the outcome of information disclosure. VOPE is based on a 

responsive game, in which the user is prompted indirectly to elicit her preference in a given scenario, 

e.g. an e-commerce transaction, when the user can gain a discount in return for his consent to disclose 

some information. On each new iteration of the game, the discount is calculated by the VOPE 

algorithm, based on the results of the previous iteration, attempting to converge to the value of 

privacy. This is done by identifying the user tendency, and setting of lower and upper boundaries. The 

decision about the disclosure occurs randomly, and the user is informed posteriorly, which may affect 

the participant's decision in the next iteration. The process emulates the editing stage described in 

Prospect Theory’s decision-making process, in which the user heuristically evaluates the outcomes of 

the decision. After several iterations, we measure if the decisions of the user converge around a range 

of values. If so, we assume that the decisions can indicate the value of privacy.  

4 Results 

We conducted an empirical experiment with 195 participants, recruited through Mechanical Turk, and 

applied VOPE with 6 items in an e-commerce scenario. The experiment includes 5 iterations, which 

were enough to allow an average 68.5% of the user’s values to converge on each item. Figure 3 

depicts the privacy values in Dollars, excepted for an e-commerce scenario.  
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Figure 3: Value of privacy for various items in e-commerce scenario. The X-axis describes the 

items and the Y-axis describes the value of privacy in Dollars (medians and quartiles). 

When the maximum value exceed the chart (>40), it is marked by ~ sign with a numeric 

value indication. 

 

To validate the results, we conducted a different experiment when users were asked to rank privacy 

values, and found high correlations between the two experiments' results. We demonstrate how 

accommodating the value of privacy in the optimization model enables flexibility in the objective 

function, and can be used to design choice architectures that optimize average social welfare, coverage 

and fairness. 

5 Conclusions 

We show how we can estimate the value of privacy in e-commerce transactions in economic terms, 

and demonstrate that by valuating privacy, we can optimize three important measures of social welfare 

in the design of privacy control mechanisms: coverage, utility and fairness. Our methodology is a 

practical application of the Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) in the domain of privacy 

decision-making, and is guided towards building a bridge between user decision analysis and 

contemporary information systems. For example, the designer of a privacy settings user interface can 

now provide the users with a set of configurations that will maximize the average utility and fairness 

among users' utilities according to a given policy. VOPE methodology can be a powerful tool in the 

hands of a system designer or a data protection regulator. 
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1 Introduction 

Performance Measurement Systems (PMS) have long captured the attention of organizational 

behaviour and information systems (IS) research. Today, PMS are broadly adopted across all 

industries and business domains, and their implementation is often supported by Business Intelligence 

(BI) technologies. PMS implementation is driven by the notion that consistent and well-organized 

measurement, reflecting past behavior and current state of organizational units, can server as an 

important tool for supporting decision-support and driving continuous performance improvement. 

PMS may back these goals by providing solutions for gathering, analysing, and distributing relevant 

information.  Much of the PMS research so far is non-empirical, and not supported by rigorous 

evidence. Further, PMS studies mostly focus on for-profit businesses, but less on organizations that 

are not necessarily driven by profit goals, such as governmental agencies or community-based groups. 

 

 

Figure 4. Sample "MIFNE" Screen. 

 

This study explores the impact of a PMS in a real-world setting, within a governmental agency – the 

Israeli Police Forces. The scope of the research is examining the transition between two PMS: the 

“MENAHEL” that was uses between 2006 and 2010, and the “MIFNE” that replaced it in 2010. Both 
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PMS were implemented with advanced Business Intelligence (BI) technologies and embedded a 

number of performance metrics that reflect the police strategy and activities. Beyond enhancement of 

BI technologies, a key difference between the systems was the re-design of the metrics structure. 

While the "MENAHEL" offered a large number of metrics (over 150), some with a very low relative 

weight, the "MIFNA" offered a reduced and more focused set that was developed based on the 

knowledge and insight that were gained during the operation of the "MENAHEL".  

2 Objectives 

A question that motivates this study is whether or not the transition to a new PMS promoted the 

desired improvement in police-units performance; Are those positive or negative influences? Is there a 

variance among the different organization units in this influence? These questions may have important 

practical implications on the Israeli police as other public organizations, with the adoption of PMS.  

3 Research Settings 

Model Development: the study was directed by the model shown in Figure 2. The model constructs 

and the associated hypotheses are described next. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Theoretical Model- research constructs. 

 

Performance (P): The dependent variable reflects the quality of organizational performance as 

reflected in the values of the metrics included in the PMS. In this study performance was examined 

across all organizational units (i.e., police stations). The negative and positive trends in those 

performance measures reflect the influence of enhancing the PMS.      

Performance Measurement System Replacement (R): 

Replacing PMS is expected to have a significant impact on performance. Accordingly, the first set of 

hypotheses reflects possible manifestations of that impact: 

 H1a: PMS Replacement will significantly affect performance. 

Socio-Economic Ranking (S) 

Performance Category (C) 

Performance (P) 

  Resources Allocation (A) 

  )צאת משאבים

H3 

H1 

Replacing PMS (R) 

H2 
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 H1b: PMS Replacement significantly improves performance over time. 

 H1c: PMS Replacement may result in a temporary performance decline during 

transition period 

 

Resources Allocation (A): As an alternative explanation, we assume that performance will be affected 

not only by PMS replacement, but also by human-resource allocation, where higher allocation is likely 

to results it greater performance improvement: 

 

H2: The improvement in the measured performance will be positively affected by human-

resource allocation 

 

Socio-Economic Ranking (S): Certain demographic characteristics, such as socio-economic Ranking 

will moderate the effect of replacing PMS on the measured performance. Such ranking may have an 

influence on the dependent variable in researches which refer to the variety between different 

geographical regions. This research refers to police stations as organization units which may be 

influenced differently from replacing PMS.  We generally assume that: 

 

H3a: Station will show difference in the influence of replacing PMS and resources 

allocation, based on the socio-economic of the region under their control  

 

Performance Measurement Category (C): PMS commonly arrange measurements in clusters. For 

example, in PMS that are based on the Balanced Score-Card (BSC) methodology, the measurements 

are categorized under four clusters. Such categorization could be detected in the police PMS as well, 

and the model assumes that this categorization will have some effect:  

 

H3b: The influence of PMS replacement and resource allocation on performance is 

expected to be different between measurement categories 

 

4 Empirical evaluation- Initial results 

The study was based on measurements data that was collected over a 6-year period (January 2006 to 

December 2013). This dataset contained 8 yearly data performance measures per indicator and per 

organizational unit. The study dataset included 30 operational units (police stations) and 36 

performance measures in 3 categories: criminal cases, charges and arrests.  

Some preliminary hypothesis testing was performed. For example, H2 suggests that performance will 

be improves with higher human-resource allocation. The results indeed supported this assumption 

significantly. A preliminary analysis of data that reflects three key metrics shows consistently high 

correlation between HR allocation and performance improvement (Table 1).  A more detailed analysis 

shows that the extent of improvement varies between measurement types. For some measures (e.g., 

violence, drugs, aggravated assault, regular assault, etc.), the correlation is significant (p_value < 

0.05), while for others (e.g., illegal stay, weapons ). it is less significant  less (p_value > 0.05).  

 
Measure Average Correlation 
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criminal cases 73% 

charges 69% 

arrests 69% 

Table 1. Correlation between Resource Allocation and Key Measures 

The third hypothesis (H3a), suggesting that the impact of replacing the PMS on performance will be 

moderated by the Socio-Economic Ranking, is not supported. H3a suggests that police stations with 

different Socio-Economic Ranking will have a different influence of replacing PMS on measures. A 

Repeated Measures ANOVA test shows that there is an influence of replacing the PMS on 

performance measures for the 3 main indicators (H1a). The test confirmed the assumption H1a with 

high significance (P-Value = ~0). However no significant influence (P-Value >~0.1) could be found 

with respect to the interaction with Socio-Economic Ranking (H3a). 

 

5 Future Progress 

In general, in the preliminary evaluation of the data that was provided by the Israeli Police, some of 

the hypotheses were supported. The evidence support the assumption that replacing performance 

system has an influence on performance measures, however it depends on measure category and the 

question about improving measures after the transition still exists. A preliminary analysis shows 

improvement in metrics after the switch to the new system; however, with some period of instability 

during the transition. The study is still progressing, and aims at looking further into the data exploring 

factors that may help understanding the PMS impact, such as police-unit characteristics, human 

resource allocation and performance category. 
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1 Background  -  

In these days of internet, technological progress and globalization, companies understand that it is 

harder to recruit new customer then preserve them. Therefore, companies have changed their business 

strategy from product oriented to customer oriented and they make an effort to understand the 

customer’s needs in order to supply better service and products to serve customer`s needs. 

In order to provide a better solution to the competitive advantage that exists in the market, companies 

are obliged to examine how they can use information technology to create added value. Therefore, 

these days, most companies use cloud-based CRM systems to manage customer data and analyze them 

effectively. Cloud computing provide a competitive advantage, thanks to the ability to reach the 

information system from anywhere and at any time. For this reason, there has been a major 

breakthrough in the companies approach to the internet, with cloud service relationships become more 

and more ubiquitous. A cloud service relationship is a bilateral economic exchange between a cloud 

user and a cloud provider based on a standardized service level agreement. By using cloud computing 

the service model is “pay as you use”, which saves companies money because they do not need to 

handle ongoing maintenance. Consequently, Cloud Computing is a “friendly” solution for small 

companies because it allows the company to invest a minimum amount of money on Information 

Technology while they need to spend only on the service instead of buying all the equipment and 

training manpower. Cloud Computing is a growing service that is being increasingly used in the 

industry. 

In the IT market, there is a large supply of Cloud based CRM systems. Given this, we seek to 

understand what affects client’s loyalty to a Cloud-based CRM system. 

In order to answer this question we researched several parameters that we assume to have an effect on 

loyalty to a Cloud based CRM system. We choose to analyze the connection between Customer 

Loyalty to: Relationship Satisfaction with CRM Vendor, Satisfaction with CRM Software, Switching 

Costs, Perceived Risk and CRM System Performance. 

2 Research goals 

The goal of the research is to statistically examine if Relationship Satisfaction with CRM Vendor, 

Satisfaction with CRM Software, Switching Costs, Perceived Risk and CRM System Performance 

affect customers loyalty to a cloud based CRM system. 

We seek to examine the power of the connection between the Dependent and Non-Dependent 

variables, as shown in the research model (figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Research Model 

 

3 Conceptual framework- 

In order to examine the relationship between the non-dependent variables to the dependent variables 

Loyalty, we drew on several theories from the Cloud Computing world- Social Influence theory, 

Bounded Rationality theory and Social Exchange theory. 

Our research hypothesis are- 

 Based on Social Influence theory we assume that Perceived Risk that is created from switching to a 

different cloud-base CRM system is influenced from the social network that surrounds the 

customer. Thus, it indirectly affects Customers’ Loyalty to the Cloud-base CRM system because if 

the perceived risk will be high (economic or occupational) this will affect Customers Loyalty. 

Therefore, the following hypothesis is presented: H1- Perceived Risk affect indirectly on 

Customers Loyalty to the Cloud-base CRM system. 

 Based on Social Exchange theory, we assume that the client always seeks economic interests, and 

looks constantly at all the alternatives. Therefore, the following hypothesis is presented: H3- 

Switching costs have a positive effect on Customers Loyalty to the Cloud-base CRM system. 

Perceived Risk 

Relationship 
Satisfaction with 

CRM Vendor 

Switching costs 

Loyalty 

CRM System 
Performance 
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 Based on Bounded Rationality theory we assume that when the client is satisfied with the Cloud-

based CRM system, he will not look after an alternative CRM solution because he is constantly 

making a Cost-Benefit analysis. Therefore, the following hypothesis is presented: H2- Relationship 

Satisfaction with Cloud-based CRM Vendor affect Customers Loyalty. 

 In the same way, we assume based on Bounded Rationality theory that if Customer Performances 

with the Cloud-base CRM system are high, he will stay loyal to the CRM system because he will 

always seek comfort and a satisfactory solution. Therefore, the following hypothesis is presented: 

H5- CRM System Performance has a positive effect on Customers Loyalty. 

 Based on wide research that has been conducted among BI users, it has been found that user 

satisfaction from the BI system affects his performance with the BI system. We would like to 

examine the same influence of user satisfaction from a Cloud-based CRM system on his 

performance with the CRM system, and we assume it will be the same as in the BI research. 

Therefore, the following hypothesis is presented: H4- user Satisfaction with Cloud-based CRM 

system has a positive effect on user Performance with a CRM System. 

4 Research Method 

Research has been conducted in 17 companies from different industries that makes daily use of a 

Cloud based CRM system. Data collection was made using a likert scale based survey completed by 

different Professionals from each company. The questions in the survey test several parameters in 

order to examine if there is a connection with the parameter of Customers Loyalty to a Cloud based 

CRM system, and if so, to what degree. 

We used several statistical tests (Regression, Correlation, Reliability etc.) to examine the connection 

between Dependent and Non-Dependent variables. 
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1 Introduction 

One of the key challenges of organizations who maintain social network sites (SNSs) such as 

Facebook is engaging the users (Claussen, Kretschmer & Mayrhofer, 2013). Research conducted in 

the last few years links online engagement with important organizational goals such as customer 

satisfaction and revenue generation (Timian, Rupcic, Kachnowski & Luisi, 2013; Sashi, 2012), and 

practitioners in the field are constantly seeking tips on increasing user engagement on SNSs (e.g. 

Malhotra, Malhotra & See, 2013). Despite that, the literature on user engagement on SNSs is still very 

fragmentary. Specifically, it lacks a clear characterization of the variables that can be used to measure 

user engagement in SNSs. The goal of this study is to systematically explore variables associated with 

user engagement, to understand the relationships between these variables, and to characterize the 

manner in which these user variables are influenced by the messages organizations convey to them.  

What is engagement? Engagement is used to describe ongoing communication between two or more 

parties. In business and marketing literature, engagement is usually framed as customer (or consumer) 

engagement behavior (CEB), or stakeholder engagement, and is defined by van Doorn, et al. (2010) as 

"the customers’ behavioral manifestation toward a brand or firm, beyond purchase, resulting from 

motivational drivers". User engagement is also discussed in depth in the computer mediated 

communication (CMC) literature, and in this study we apply the insights gained by CMC researchers, 

to better understand the nature of user engagement in SNSs. How does the CMC perspective assist us 

in understanding user engagement on SNSs? One of the most useful perspectives on user engagement 

on SNSs is offered by Social Information Processing (SIP) theory (Walther, 1992). SIP theory 

demonstrates that online communicators are just as motivated and capable of engaging with each other 

as communicators who use "traditional" communication media such as face-to-face communication. In 

this study we apply the SIP perspective to studying user engagement on SNSs. We look for variables 

that represent user behaviors that parallel customer engagement behaviors (CEBs) identified in the 

literature, and use them to characterize online engagement. Since we expect online engagement to be 

influenced by the messages posted on the organizational Facebook pages, we also study the influence 

of cues in these messages on the putative engagement variables. We conclude with a discussion of the 

nature of user engagement on SNSs.  

 

2 Research Questions and Hypotheses 

The first research question focuses on the relationship between five engagement variables – the 

number of likes, comments and shares each post received, as well as two time-related (chronemic): 
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TTIC (time to initial comment) and FHCR (first hour comment ratio). The five variables are described 

below in the Method section. Our first research question focuses on the correlations between the five 

engagement variables defined.  

 RQ1: To what extent are the five engagement variables correlated with each other?  

The second research question focuses on the role of cues on relational understanding in CMC. We 

expect cues in the messages posted by the organizations to their Facebook page to influence 

engagement variables, as described by SIP theory studies which demonstrate the influence of CMC 

cues on user behavior (Kalman & Gergle, 2013; Walther, 1992).  

RQ2: In what way do nonverbal post variables influence user engagement in SNS's?  

The first hypothesis focused on CMC cues. According to SIP theory, CMC users adapt to the medium 

they use. Textual cues used in CMC settings, such as question marks, exclamation marks, emoticons 

etc. perform a role similar to nonverbal cues in FtF communication (Walther, 2011; Kalman & Gergle, 

2013, 2014). Thus, we hypothesize that: 

H1: Presence of CMC cues such as question marks and exclamation marks in posts will 

influence engagement variables. 

The second hypothesis focused on post type:  

H2: Post type (status, link, photo, video) will influence engagement variables.  

Our third hypothesis focuses on the posts' length. Previous research (Kalman & Gergle, 2013) has 

shown inconclusive evidence of the influence of SNS post length on engagement, and practitioners 

advise that brevity of posts is related to a higher level of user engagement (Malhotra, Malhotra & See, 

2013) We thus assume that: 

H3: Longer posts will lead to a lower rate of engagement than shorter posts. 

Data were collected from a sample of seven US-based organizations: two non-profit, and five for-

profit organizations. All hypotheses of this study will be tested at two levels: at the aggregate level of 

posts from all organizations, and at the level of each organization separately. 

 

3 Method 

The data collected for this study were extracted from organizational Facebook pages using an 

application that was developed specifically for this study and that extracts public data from Facebook's 

Graph API. The variables extracted for each post posted during that period include: the name of the 

organization, time of day and date the post was posted, and time of day and date of the first comment 

posted to each post, total number of likes, comments and shares each post received at date of 

extraction, and the number of comments accumulated every hour for each separate post. The sample 

used in the study consisted of 939 posts from the seven organizations. Two categories of variables 

were used in the study: engagement variables that reflect important attributes of user engagement, and 

post variables that describe the post uploaded to the Facebook page by the organization's 

administrator. The engagement variables comprise two groups: The three "classic" engagement 

characteristics often  used in Facebook studies -  the number of "likes", "comments" and "shares" each 

post received, as well as two chronemic engagement variables: TTIC (time to initial comment: time, in 

seconds, between a post and the initial response posted to that post), and FHCR (first hour comment 

ratio). FHCR expresses the initial rate of responses to the post, and is defined as the ratio between the 

number of responses posted in the first hour divided by the average number of responses of each 

organization. The higher the ratio the more rapid is the rate of responses. The second category of 

variables used in this study are post variables: question mark in post (yes/no), exclamation mark in 
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post (yes/no), type of post (status/photo/video/link), text (whether the post included text) (yes/no), and 

length – number of characters in a post. 

(The statistical analyses are not described due to abstract length limitation.) 

4 Results 

(Only the results for Q1 are presented due to abstract length limitation.)  

 

The results of the Pearson correlation test between the five engagement variables are presented in 

Table 1 for the aggregate of posts, and in Table 2 by organization. 

 

 likes shares comments TTICa FHCR 

likes 1.00     

shares .29*** 1.00    

comments .52*** .24*** 1.00   

TTICa -.02  -.01 -.01 1.00  

FHCR .20*** .12** .63*** -.03 1.00 

a N  = 934. * p < .05, ** p < .01,  *** p < .001 

Table 1. Pearson Correlations for Engagement Variables (N = 939) 
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1 

(113) 

.56 

*** 

.82 

*** 

.70 

*** 

-.27 

 

.02 

 

-.25 

 

.64 

*** 

.24 

* 

.78 

*** 

-.10 

 

2  

(132) 

.93 

*** 

.58 

*** 

.59 

*** 

.17a 

 

.25a 

** 

.73a 

*** 

.57 

*** 

.54 

*** 

.88 

*** 

.37a 

*** 

3 

(110) 

.52 

*** 

.46 

*** 

.24 

* 

.44 

*** 

.22 

* 

.59 

*** 

-.06 

 

-.06 

 

.63 

*** 

-.02 

 

4 

(147) 

.79 

*** 

.53 

*** 

.31 

*** 

-.02b 

 

-.02b 

 

-.02b 

 

.16 

 

.05 

 

.71 

*** 

-.03b 

 

5 

(182) 

.67 

*** 

.60 

*** 

.57 

*** 

-.10c 

 

-.07c 

 

-.06c 

 

.56 

*** 

.36 

*** 

.69 

*** 

-.11c 

 

6 

(93) 

.62 

*** 

.33 

** 

.16 

 

.00 

 

-.10 

 

.00 

 

.17 

 

.06 

 

.93 

*** 

-.10 

 

7 

(162) 

.93 

*** 

.68 

*** 

.67 

*** 

.01 

 

.02 

 

.03 

 

.40 

*** 

.34 

*** 

.80 

*** 

-.10 

 

Notes. * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.001.  a n=130, b n=145, c n=181, d n=114.  

Cell shading represents the strength of the correlation based on the following criteria: 

 NS  weak: r < .25  medium: r=.25-.50   strong: r=.51-.85   very strong :r > .85 

Table 2. Pearson Correlations for Engagement Variables by Organization (org).  

 

5 Discussion 

The discussion begins with the findings which demonstrate the significant variability in the 

characteristics of the organizations, of their online behavior, and of their users. This is followed by a 

discussion of the two research questions: RQ1 – the correlation between engagement variables, and 

RQ2 – the influence of post variables on engagement variables. It is shown that some of the 

relationships between the variables are consistent across organizations and their audiences, while 

others vary in a manner that reflects the differences between the organizations, and differences 

between these organizations' users. The discussion concludes with the contributions of this study to 

theory and to practice, and with the limitations of this study and directions for future research.   
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1 Introduction 

Organizations rely on a multiplicity of processes for their day-to-day functioning as well as for longer 

term viability and sustainability. These processes come together to constitute the process architecture 

of the organization. As organizations innovate and respond to rapid change, they should not only 

redesign their business processes individually and separately. Instead, they should rethink their 

business process architecture (BPA).  

Extensive efforts have been devoted to the analysis and design of individual business processes and 

associated information systems. In contrast, relatively little attention has been paid to the process 

architecture, i.e., to how the many processes of an organization should best relate to each other – the 

way these processes come together to serve the overall objectives of the organization.  

In this work, we aim at addressing this gap by identifying important dimensions according to which 

the relationships among business processes in terms of their architecture should be analysed. 

Following Eid-Sabbagh et al. (2012), “A business process architecture is a collection of business 

processes and their interdependencies with each other”.  Those dependencies are dealt with in many 

studies (e.g., Dijkman et al., 2014; Dumas et al., 2013 ; Eid-Sabbagh et al., 2012) and include the 

decomposition relation, which expresses that a process is decomposed into multiple sub-processes; the 

specialization relation, which expresses that one process is a specialized version of another; the trigger 

relation, which expresses that the execution of one process can trigger the execution of another; and 

the use relation, which expresses that one process provides services that are used by another. However, 

how best to design a process architecture, particularly in the face of change, remains an open question.  

In this work, we introduce four dimensions as a basis for conceptualizing a business process 

architecture. We further propose a modeling framework that incorporates the specification of a BPA 

with respect to the four dimensions and further examine ways to choose among alternative BPA 

designs. We demonstrate these dimensions within the domain of passenger transportation.  

2 Business Process Architecture Dimensions 

As mentioned before, we consider the potential modifications of business process architecture as 

movements along the four dimensions as described below and demonstrated in Figure 1. 

1. The temporal dimension – moving a process element earlier (advancement) or later (postponement) 

in relation to other process elements. A process element (PE) may be an activity that produces some 

output or outcome. It may also include the act of making decisions. For example, in the 

transportation domain, should the payment be placed before or after riding the bus? 
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2. The recurrence dimension – positioning a PE in a process (or process segment) that is repeated 

more frequently (and thus increase its recurrence) or less frequently (and thus decrease its 

recurrence) with respect to other PEs. For example, in the transportation domain, should we plan the 

bus route and schedule jointly, or should we determine that route once, while changing its schedule 

more frequently? 

3. The plan/execution dimension – positioning a PE on the planning side of a process versus on the 

execution side, i.e., whether the activity specified by the PE is done during planning (and thus 

increase plan completeness) or during the execution of the produced plan (and thus increase plan 

partiality). For example, in the transportation domain, should the bus route be planned with all stops 

or should it be left for the driver to decide.   

4. The design/use dimension – positioning a PE on the design side or the usage side of a process, i.e., 

whether the PE is invoked as part of a design process to create an artifact, tool, or capability (and 

thus decrease customizability), or during the usage of that artifact (and thus increase 

customizability). For example, in the transportation domain, should a bus be designed with a fixed 

seat configuration or be designed with a seat configuration that can be changed during the bus 

operation.  
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 Figure 5. Business Process Architecture Dimensions 

In considering the positioning of process elements along these four dimensions, we aim to address one 

of the crucial concerns of process architecting – the tension between flexibility and efficiency. For an 

organization operating in a completely static environment, all of its processes can be tightly coupled 

and globally optimized for maximum efficiency once and for all. For a dynamic environment, 

however, the architecture needs to provide appropriate flexibility in the right places in order for the 

organization to respond effectively to circumstances and uncertainties. 

3 Alternatives Analysis 

As the four dimensions increase the number of BPA alternatives, in our approach, we suggest to use 

goal models to represent and analyze those choices. Goal models are heavily used in requirements 

engineering to capture stakeholder and system objectives. Their key features are the ability to 

represent variability in achieving goals using OR decompositions (exclusive ORs in our case) and to 

use explicitly modeled Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs) to analyze choices for achieving a goal. 
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We adapted goal models to represent possible placements of process elements within the BPA along 

any of the four dimensions together with the evaluations of those choices against the relevant NFRs.  

As hinted above, moving process elements along each of the four discussed dimensions affects a 

number of NFRs. The set of relevant NFRs is different for each dimension. Some of the NFRs are 

domain- and process element-independent. The most common NFRs of this type include flexibility, 

context-awareness, cost, complexity, stability. It can be seen that in general, moving process elements 

to later step in the BPA as well as to use and execution step (from design and plan steps respectively) 

improves flexibility, customizability, and context awareness of enterprises and their systems. These 

gains are offset by the increase in cost to maintain that flexibility (e.g., flexible infrastructures), the 

decrease in stability (and predictability) and fewer opportunities for reuse. On the other hand, moving 

towards earlier steps as well as increasing plan completeness and design automation improves reuse, 

stability, cost, etc., while negatively impacting flexibility and the ability to accommodate changes. As 

previously mentioned, these trade-offs need to be resolved based on two things: 1) the dynamics of the 

business domain – what changes in the domain, how frequently, etc.; 2) the enterprise’s prioritization 

of the above-mentioned quality criteria. 
 

4 Concluding Remarks 

In this work, we present an approach for specifying and analyzing business processes architectures to 

allow organization to be better aligned with the dynamics of their business domains and their desired 

level of flexibility. The approach introduces the four dimensions, namely, temporal, recurrence, 

plan/execute, and design/use, along which the BPA is considered. We adopted goal-oriented analysis 

of architecture alternatives to identify the best BPA in the context of the organization. Based on our 

experience with the approach in the transportation (discussed here), internet retail, and automotive 

domains, we found the approach useful for generating feasible BPA alternatives, for analyzing the 

trade-offs among these, and as the basis for dynamically changing BPAs. In the future, we plan to 

examine the need for additional dimensions as well as to evaluate the proposed approach. 
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1 Introduction and Background 

Emergency departments (EDs) are the entry point to hospitals. ED's overcrowding has been 

acknowledged as a major public concern since the 1980's, and growingly since the late 1990s (Hwang 

& Concato, 2004).  The phenomenon can be explained by population aging, clinical staff shortage, bed 

shortage and ease of ED referrals (Derlet & Richards, 2000). Over-crowdedness is often measured in 

terms of patients’ waiting times, bed occupancy, waiting rooms occupancy, patients hospitalization in 

corridors, and patients leaving without being seen by a doctor (LWBS) (Hwang & Concato, 2004). ED 

overcrowding is believed to negatively affect the quality of medical care since over-stressed staff 

cannot provide the best care (Pines & Hollander, 2008). This can result in inaccurate diagnoses and 

even unnecessary deaths (Richardson, 2006). Efforts to ease EDs’ overcrowding include investments 

in medical infrastructures and staff on the one hand and process improvements on the other hand 

(Derlet & Richards, 2000). While the former is costly and might takes a long time to be effective, the 

latter entails more immediate results, yet might turn out to be challenging to implement (Moskop, 

Sklar, Geiderman, Schears, & Bookman, 2009). The use of electronic medical records (EMR) systems 

is considered one of the means to improve medical processes, yet empirical findings regarding their 

effectiveness are scant and inconclusive (Handel & Hackman, 2010). 

Israeli EDs have recently implemented the Chameleon® EMR as a mean to improve medical 

processes. The intention is to extend the system further, to include operational Business Intelligent 

(BI) capabilities for assisting on-going EDs’ administration. BI systems, in general, aim at supporting 

decision making, by allowing efficient access to data resources, and providing user-friendly software 

utilities for data analysis and visualization. While the more traditional BI aims at supporting high-level 

managerial decisions and relies on data that has been collected for long periods of time - Operational 

BI (also termed often as "Real-Time BI"), aims at supporting ongoing "here and now" decisions and, 

accordingly, puts higher emphasis on recently-collected data. Operational BI is particularly effective 

for managing on-going complex and hectic operational scenarios. As a concept that "marries" data 

analysis and real-time processes, the operational BI is considered a novel and a somewhat 

revolutionary approach (Eckerson, 2007), allowing immediate process improvement and fast reaction 

to changing conditions. A common form of implementing Operational BI is the online digital 

dashboards, dynamically displaying recently-collected data. While digital dashboards displaying static 

data have long been part of BI implementations, dashboards that are based on online-data toward 

supporting ongoing operations are quite novel in general, and in EDs in particular. 
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Following the principles of Design Science Research (DSR), this study aims at developing a novel 

form of an online, real-time digital dashboard, based on EMR data. It will evaluate and examine the 

feasibility and the potential contribution of such a solution for aiding ED operations. The system 

prototype is designed as a flexible, customizable solution, where the display of key performance 

indicators (KPIs) can be adjusted to meet specific ED requirements and adapted to changes in the 

work environment. The system provides a broad, yet easy-to use, picture of the current state, and 

offers GUI-supported querying and drill-down functionality. It is designed to support staff 

informational needs toward reducing crowdedness and prevent unnecessary waiting times at the ED. 

The prototype evaluation will focus on answering the following questions:  

1. Can the use of operational BI capabilities by ED staff members shorten the length of stay? 

2. Will the ED staff express positive intention to use a solution based on operational BI principles? 

2 Prototype Development 

To answer these research questions, a system prototype has been developed based on the requirements 

of a large and busy Israeli ED. The prototype contains several screens. Here we describe the main 

screen that serves as the access point to the system, and supports some key functionality aspects.  

 

Figure 1: ED Online Digital Dashboard – Main Screen 

 

The main screen (Figure 1) is divided into four areas:  

1. Overall ED Information: This dashboard area displays the total number of ED patients, their 

distribution by lengths of wait according to the various medical processes they are waiting for, and by 
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severity status. There is an indication for exceptionally long waiting times for both displays. The 

dashboard also provided some role-specific information for: 

 Doctors: the dashboard displays the total patients waiting to be seen by a doctor. Patients are 

prioritized by severity degree, and those with exceptionally long waiting times are indicated. 

 Nurses: the dashboard displays the total patients waiting for a nurse, and for nurse procedures by 

procedure type. Per procedure, the display indicates how many patients are waiting longer than the 

maximum wait allowed at the ED. 

2. Alerts: the dashboard includes flashlights for indicating exceptional blood test results, radiology 

results and allergies.  

3. Crowdedness:  This display includes a gauge showing current occupancy rate compared to the 

ED’s maximum occupancy, as well as the current number of patients at the ED, average length of stay 

in hours, maximum length of stay, and number of patients with an exceptional length of stay. Another 

graph displays the last 24 hours with the hourly number of patients at the ED, and how close it is to the 

maximum occupancy, as well as hourly arrival and discharge rates. 

4. Other Analyses:  

 Blood tests: the dashboard displays blood tests yet to be handled: ordered but not yet arrived at 

the lab, arrived at the lab but no results yet, results arrived but have not yet been seen by a doctor. 

 Radiology: similar information displays to the above are provided for radiology tests. 

 Consultations: The number of yet to be received consultations, and how many are waiting 

exceptionally long for an answer. 

 Discharge: number of discharged patients – those that are sent home versus those that are sent for 

further hospitalization at one of the hospital's departments. Occupancies of the hospital’s internal 

departments are also displayed since these are the most common crowded referral departments. 

Exceptionally long waiting times are also indicated. 

In addition, the dashboard supports filtering by various parameters (e.g., a doctor can display own 

patients only), and drill-down to detailed patient data, toward identifying sources of exceptions. 

The system has been demonstrated to the ED staff, and will next be examined on a simulated ED using 

real data to assess its effect on length of stay assuming several use patterns. The Intention to use will 

be assessed using pre-validated questionnaires.  
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1     Introduction. 

The number of the images accessible through the Web grows every second. Images are available in 

various forms, on different platforms, and it is possible to interact with images on a wide variety of consumer 

electronic devices in different circumstances. Social networking has emphasized the importance of images 

even further, by making them one of the most widespread and popular form of communication. The 

aforementioned conditions lead to the increasing importance of the effective means to the image search on the 

web. Two of the most well-known existing search engines are Google Image Search and Bing search. These 

services provide a simple interface where one is presented with a textbox, in which she is invited to enter the 

key-word search query describing the image sought. But is seeking for images by typing words into the 

textbox the ultimate way of doing so? We believe it is not, as images are multi-layered structures that possess 

various dimensions of meaning on different levels of complexity. Starting from the low-level features and 

finishing with highly conceptual semantic levels of “isness” (description of formal attributes), “ofness” 

(objects in image), and “aboutness” (interpretation) of images, as well as “emotiveness” (the emotions that 

the image invokes in the person who sees it) (Scherer, Schorr, & Johnstone, 2001), every single feature 

contributes to a range of possible subjective meanings behind the image.  

 Emotions are complex states of consciousness that influence our daily life in all of its aspects. 

Emotions participate in the processes of thinking, and learning new information (Dellandréa et al., 2010), 

shape our decisions and have a powerful effect on our choices (Mellers et al., 1999). A growing number of 

studies in the field of human-computer interaction and information retrieval (for example, Chew, Rode, & 

Sellen, 2010; Chung & Yoon, 2011; Dellandréa et al., 2010; Jorgensen & Jörgensen, 2007; Wang, Hawk, & 

Tenopir, 2000) see the emotional dimension of images as an important contributor to the image meaning as a 

whole. Affect as a property of image is widely related to when searching, describing, and consuming this type 

of media (Greisdorf, O’Connor, & O’Connor, 2002). The emotions that images can inflict in people are 

deeply personal and sometimes are even unrelated to the objective image content (Greisdorf et al., 2002). In 

spite of this, the importance of emotions as a search criteria for images may be underestimated in the existing 

major search services, as keywords may be unfitted to communicate the intricate emotional experience that 

the user wants to receive from an image. This can lead to the user abandoning her attempts to relate to the 

emotional aspect in images, thus depersonalizing the process of seeking and stripping it of important context.  
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 There appears to be lack of research that studies the role of personal emotions of the user in the 

image seeking process. In our study we ask to what extent the users’ feelings guide their image preferences 

during the image search, and whether it is possible to account for the emotional aspect better by developing 

suitable search interfaces. We also chose to address the problem of communication by means of keywords 

between user as an emotional being and machine as a formalized search mechanism during the image seeking 

process.  

2    The main research question: 

To what extent do emotions of the user guide the image seeking and choosing process? 

We hypothesize that the feelings invoked by the provided images have an influence on the user’s 

choice of image, as well as do the emotions inflicted by the search task itself. However, we think that the 

search query, constructed by the users, will not reflect this importance of the emotional aspect in the search. 

In order to measure the role of emotions in the image-seeking process, we plan to conduct a between-subject 

experiment that explores how users seek and choose the images according to their emotiveness in a variety of 

search tasks. 

3      Methodology: 

3.1 The annotation of images and image seeking tasks.  

In order to conduct our experiment, we need to annotate a set of images and image-seeking tasks in 

terms of their emotional content. The images and the tasks will belong to the two broad domains: dogs and 

scenery. 

3.2 The experiment. 

During the experiment, we will give the user a variety of the annotated image-seeking tasks from the 

previous stage. The user will be offered to enter a keyword search query on the search interface designed 

specifically for this study. The user will be asked to choose three relevant images from the results page, that 

according to his/her judgment are relevant to the task. The pages of results will represent the set of images 

prepared on the annotation stage prior to the experiment. The ordering of images on the result pages will be 

randomized, but there will be a single set of images for all seeking tasks in each domain. Participants will be 

asked to choose the three best images that fit each search task. We will analyze the correlations between the 

emotional content of the seeking tasks and the emotional content of the respective images chosen by the user. 

We will also look into whether there is an accentuated bias toward positive emotional content in the pictures 

that are chosen in all the tasks. Additionally, we will analyze the user’s image queries in order to determine, 

whether they are related to the emotional content of the images.  

4      Expected significance and contribution to the field 

Theoretical contributions: We hope to contribute to Psychological Sciences by providing insights on 

some behavioral and cognitive aspects of human interaction with the computers during seeking visual 

information. This study will be one of the few empirical studies researching the role of the affective 
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semantics in the image search on the Web. It will also contribute to the field of image retrieval in Computer 

Sciences by adding the dimension of subjective emotions of the user into the image seeking research model.  

Practical contributions: this study can provide additional support for adding an emotional dimension to 

the image search/indexing models. This, in turn, can lead to a more accurate approach to image search in the 

field of Information Retrieval and Human Computer Interaction and developing more sophisticated and fluid 

image search interfaces. 
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1 Introduction and Background 

This study examines a novel IT concept – tablet-based access to the data stored in Electronic Medical Record 

(EMR) systems, by doctors at Emergency departments (EDs). It aims at assessing the feasibility of such a 

solution and its potential contribution toward improving patients' care and reducing their length of stay. 

Hospital EDs are often hectic due, among other reasons, to unpredictable patients’ arrival pace and diversity 

in patients’ medical condition (Jeanmonod, Boyd, Loewenthal, & Triner, 2010). In recent years, EDs 

worldwide report ongoing increase in number of referrals (Pines et al., 2011), mostly with no appropriate 

resource support. This entails negative consequences such as long stays, patients leaving without being 

treated, medical treatment in corridors (Asplin et al., 2003), staff tension and patient dissatisfaction (Pines et 

al., 2011). Research also found positive correlation between ED crowdedness and rise in mortality rate (Liu, 

Hobgood, & Brice, 2003). ED’s crowdedness is typically measured by Length of Stay (LOS) (Bagnasco et 

al., 2013), number of patients leaving without being treated (Left without Being Seen – LWBS) (Bambi, 

Scarlini, Becattini, Alocci, & Ruggeri, 2011), and bed occupancy rate (OR) (McCarthy et al., 2008). 

Recent decades have witnessed growing adoption of EMR systems in clinics and hospitals. EMR use is 

believed to drive medical care efficiency (Garets & Davis, 2006) and effectiveness (Venkatesh, Zhang, & 

Sykes, 2011) by integrating patients’ medical information, allowing access to patients’ medical history 

(Venkatesh et al., 2011), decreasing number of unnecessary tests and reducing medical errors caused by 

unclear subscriptions. Hospital doctors often find EMR's to be inconvenient to use, in scenarios that require 

presence by the patients’ bedside. A possible and fairly solution for this inconvenience is the mounting of 

laptops to trolleys that can be wheeled to the bed. This solution, however, is less likely to fit the medical 

processes of hectic EDs. A preliminary study in Israeli EDs suggested that most doctors prefer to avoid the 

solution, and rather access the EMR in a back-office during quiet periods, often long after the actual 

treatment. The tabled-based solution aims at addressing the difficulty of accessing EMR data. Tablets are 

easy to carry and use (Hur, Kim, & Kim, 2014). They may turn out to be advantageous for employees whose 

job requires using a computer away from a desk (Choudrie, Pheeraphuttharangkoon, Zamani, & Giaglis, 

2014). The potential user in our case is the ED doctor, and the study aims at assessing the extent to which 

optimal tablet use by the doctor can improve ED management An assumption that underlies the research is 

that positive impact will also increase the intention of ED doctors to adopt the proposed solution.  

Hence, the research questions this study seeks to answer are: 
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1. Can optimal use of a tablet by ED doctors reduce LOS? 

2. Will ED doctors express positive intention toward using tablets during medical procedures? 

2 Prototype Development 

To answer the questions above, a prototype tablet EMR has been developed. A thorough study was carried 

out in three EDs in order to elicit the prototype’s requirements, including analysis of the ED processes and 

identification of unnecessary waiting times. Manners of EMR use by the doctors were also examined and 

documented using observations and interviews. The ED processes were then analyzed for relevance to be 

used on a tablet, based on the degree to which using a tablet for the specific process is likely to decrease 

waiting times or activity length. The two processes described next meet those criteria; hence, were selected as 

contexts in which the prototypes will be evaluated. 

2.1 Handling New Patients 

Currently, patients are assigned a bed by the ED receptionist and a “new patient” record is opened. The 

receptionist then orally notifies doctors about the new arrival based on who is physically present by the desk. 

This often occurs quite some time after arrival, causing unnecessary wait.  

When using the prototype, each EMR-documented arrival triggers an alert to relevant ED doctors. The alert 

contains some major results of the triage process - main symptom, triage level and measure values (e.g., 

blood pressure, body temperature, and pulse). The doctor can view the patient record, and assign the patient 

to him/herself (Figure 1). This may be especially efficient when the new patient is at a close proximity to the 

doctor’s current location. The doctor can then examine the patient, update the medical record and provide 

instructions for further treatment. The screens are designed based on User Experience (UX) and usability 

principles for mobile applications to allow easy data entry while standing up: e.g., relatively large icons, and 

selection from lists whenever possible to minimize typing. 
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Figure 6.          Screenshot - Alert of  arrival of a new patient to the ED 

 

2.2 Monitoring Patients 

Currently, doctors need to pull patients status, such as arrival of tests results or instructions execution 

completion, from the EMR. In extremely busy EDs, patients often wait unnecessarily long after tasks 

completion for a doctor to pull their status and decide about the next step. 

In the proposed prototype, each doctor will be notified about status changes of his/her patients – e.g., after 

completion of a consultant opinion (Figure 2). The doctor views the consultant’s recommendation, confirms 

it, and can immediately proceed to the next activity required for the patient (e.g., new instruction, test, 

hospitalization or discharge). In addition to alerts related to patients’ medical procedures, the system also 

alerts about patients staying longer than a threshold, pre-determined by ED managers.  

ED doctors will see their patients list on the tablet, with status fields clearly highlighted. Clicking a record 

will open the patient’s medical file allowing information input. Doctors will be able to customize alerts to 

avoid alert fatigue, as well as sort their patients list by various parameters such as severity or length of stay.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.                   Screenshot - Alert of receiving consulting results 
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Similar alert screens were developed for arrival of lab and radiology results, aimed at shortening unnecessary 

patients’ waiting time between activities.  

 

3 Evaluation  

The prototype will be evaluated using two methods, each examining one of the research questions identified 

earlier. The extent to which tablet use affects length of stay will be examined with real-world ED data. A 

Monte Carlo simulation will be utilized to simulate various patterns of use and their effect on three variables 

related to LOS. Doctors’ intention to use a tablet will be examined with  semi-structured, in-depth interviews 

with ED doctors. The possibility of running a pilot of the prototyped in a real-word ED environment will also 

be examined. 
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1 Introduction 

UML class diagrams play a central role in modeling activities, and thus, it is essential that class 

diagrams keep their high quality all along a product life cycle. One major burden for that are 

correctness and quality problems that are mainly caused by complex interactions among class-diagram 

constraints. Detection, identification, and repair of such problems require training. In order to improve 

modelers’ capabilities in these directions, we have constructed a catalog of anti-patterns of correctness 

and quality problems in class diagrams, where an anti-pattern analyzes a typical constraint interaction 

that causes a correctness or a quality problem and suggests possible repairs. We argue that exposure to 

correctness anti-patterns improves modeling capabilities. In this work we introduces the catalog and its 

pattern language, and describes experiments that test the impact of awareness to modeling problems in 
class diagrams on the analysis capabilities of modelers.  

1.1 Correctness and Quality Patterns 

Problems of correctness and quality frequently occur in large models, in particular when distributed 

among several developers [1]. We refer to such problems in class diagrams as these are the core in each 

software model. There are two correctness problems: consistency and finite satisfiability. Consistency 

deals with necessarily empty classes, i.e., with class diagrams that include contradictory constraints that 

cannot be satisfied by any instance. In Figure 1a, the disjoint constraint forces class C3 to be empty in 

every legal instance. Finite satisfiability deals with necessarily empty or infinite classes, i.e., with class 

diagrams involving multiplicity constraints that cannot be satisfied if the associated classes have finite 

extensions. In Figure 1b, in every legal instance I, where |AI| denotes the size of the extension of class A 

in I, |ChemicalI|≤|ReactionI|≤|CatayzedReactionlI|=1/2|EnzymeI|≤|ChemicalI|,   which can be satisfied 

only by empty or infinite extension of these classes.  By quality we mean that class diagrams may suffer 

from redundant or incomplete specification. In Figure 1c, the maximum multiplicity constraint is not 
sufficiently tight, i.e., redundant.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 7  Three Class Diagrams with consistency, finite satisfiability and redundancy problems 

a                                                            b                                                       c        
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The aforementioned problems are caused by undesirable interactions of constraints. Due to the diversity 

of constraints, analysis of problematic constraint interaction is complex, and requires study of typical 

interactions. Figure 2, presents six class diagrams that are not finitely satisfiable due to five kinds of 

problematic constraint interactions. Figures 2a and 2b present interaction of multiplicity constraints in 

an association cycle. Figure 2c presents interaction of multiplicity constraints in a cycle of associations 

and class-hierarchy constraints. Figure 2d presents interaction of multiplicity and GS constraints in a 

cycle of associations and class-hierarchy constraints. Figure 2e presents interaction of multiplicity and 

composition constraints in an association cycle. Figure 2f presents interaction of multiplicity constraints 

on an association cycle via an association-class.  We argue that in real class diagrams, understanding 

the various interactions among constraints, and their impact on correctness or quality, is not 

straightforward and requires training. In order to support awareness for modeling problems, we have 
developed a catalog [1, 2] of anti-patterns for correctness and quality problems. 

 

 

2 The Pattern Class Diagram Language (PCD) 

In order to describe patterns, we need a means to specify their components. For class-diagram 

modeling, the need is for a language for describing multiple class diagrams that realize the pattern’s 

problem. The abstractions needed for pattern specification include variables ranging over class-diagram 

elements and compound structures of class-diagram elements. For patterns whose aim is principally 

educational, their formulation raises several controversial issues concerning the nature of patterns, and 

their specification. Based on these considerations, we present a pattern class diagram (PCD) language 

that is based on extending the class diagram meta-model. PCD includes new classes that capture new 

abstractions needed for pattern specification such as compound structures of class-diagram elements 

and variables that range over class-diagram elements. The enhancement introduces new notations such 

as collections and association paths. The advantage of this approach lies in its generality and simplicity. 

The new abstractions enjoy visualizations that are directly associated with their intended meanings. The 

concrete syntax is aligned with the origin notion of the class diagram notations. A pattern class diagram 
denotes a set of class diagrams, termed its instances. 
 

Figure 8   Class diagrams with different finite satisfiability   problems  
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2.1 Pattern Examples  

As an example, Figure 3a, presents the identification structure of the Diamond pattern. This anti-pattern 

characterizes consistency problems due to interaction between multiple class-hierarchies and disjoint 

constraints. The label “+” denotes a non-empty sequence of class hierarchies (generalizations). An 

instance (a concrete example) of this pattern appears in Figure 1a.  Figure 3b presents the identifying 

structure for the Pure Multiplicity Cycle which characterizes finite satisfiability problems due to a cycle 

of associations with multiplicity constraints. The label “+” denotes a non-empty sequence of 

associations. Instances of this pattern appear in Figure 2a and 2c. Figure 3c presents the identifying 

structure for Multiplicity-Hierarchy-Cycle pattern which characterizes finite satisfiability problems due 

to interaction of multiplicity constraints on a cycle of associations and class-hierarchy constraints. The 

label * denotes an interleave association-class-hierarchy sequence. An instance of this pattern appears 

in Figure 1b.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on the proposed PCD we developed a catalog to represent the patterns we mentioned. Each 

pattern in the catalog is presented with its name, the problem it represents, concrete examples, 

identification structure, involved meta-model elements, pattern verification, repair advice, related 

patterns, and pattern justification. The catalog currently includes a total of 43 patterns: 15 patterns for 

finite satisfiability problems, 11 patterns for consistency problems and 17 patterns for quality problems. 

Each anti-pattern provides an identification structure for its problem, associated with concrete 

examples, proof of the problem, and suggested repair options. The catalog is continuously under 
development, and new patterns are being added 

 

2.2 Evaluating the impact of anti-pattern awareness on class-diagram 
analysis skills 

We conducted three independent experiments that check the effectiveness of introducing modeling 

problems on their identification. The first experiment examines the effect of introducing modeling 

problems via examples, the second experiment tests the effect of introducing such problems via anti-

patterns, and the third one verifies that using a catalog of anti-patterns leads to accurate identification of 

modeling problems. The experiments show that increased awareness implies increased identification. 

The improvement is remarkably noticed when the awareness is stimulated by anti-patterns, rather than 
by concrete examples. 

The participants were third-year software engineering. In the first experiment, the students were divided 

randomly into groups of 27. We tested the similarity of the groups based on their mean grade point 

average using the t test statistical analysis and found no statistical differences (t=−0.747,p=0.459). In 

the second experiment, we had 43 students who did both parts before introducing the anti-patterns and 

after that introduction. In the third experiment, we had 61 students identifying modeling problems after 

they were familiar with the anti-patterns and the catalog.  

Figure 9 The identification structures of the Diamond, PMC and Multiplicity-Hierarchy-Cycle 

patterns 

a                             b                                                       c        
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3 Conclusion 

This work addresses the educational role of anti-patterns in improving modeling skills in UML class 

diagrams. We presented the PCD language that extended the UML class-diagram meta-model with new 

classes that capture new abstractions needed for pattern specification. The new abstractions enjoy 

visualizations that are directly associated with their intended meanings and proved to be useful in 
improving modelers’ capabilities. 
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1 Introduction  

Patient-Doctor communication (PDC) has been identified as one of the key ingredients of high-quality 

medical care (Epstein et al., 1993), as it facilitates a variety of positive medical outcomes, including: 

increased patient satisfaction, patient adherence to physician recommendations, decreased litigation, 

improved rapport between patient and physician and achieving better information disclosure (Booth, 

Robinson, & Kohannejad, 2004; Margalit et al., 2006; Pearce et al., 2008; Pearce et al., 2009; Shachak 

& Reis, 2011). The importance of PDC has also been recognized by accreditation organizations in the 

medical education arena (Frankel et al., 2005; Stein, Frankel, & Krupat, 2005).  

The patient-centered approach has been defined as an integral aspect of effective PDC (Bertakis & 

Azari, 2011; Mead & Bower, 2000). The concept of patient-centered care has received numerous 

definitions that include: understanding the patient as a unique human being, understanding the patient's 

experience of illness, maintaining a bio-psychosocial perspective, understanding the patient as a 

person, sharing power and responsibility, developing a therapeutic alliance and many more (Balint, 

1961; Byrne & Long, 1976; McWhinney, 1989; Mead & Bower, 2000; Stewart, 1995). These 

definitions and consequent models, all emerge from the limitations entailed in the biomedical 

approach, which is the conventional way of practicing medicine of mainly focusing on identifying and 

treating disease.  

Given the role of PDC and patient-centered care, several models attempt to define the necessary tasks, 

strategies, skills and behaviors that, if carried out by the physician, will enhance PDC and establish an 

effective consultation (Bird & Cohen-Cole, 1990; Frankel & Stein, 1999; Kalet et al., 2004; Kurtz & 

Silverman, 1996; Pendleton, Schofield, Tate, & Havelock, 1984). These models are usually 

accompanied by supporting communication assessment tools with various and different psychometric 

properties. The SEGUE framework (Makoul, 2001) is one of the proposed tools which is a 

benchmarking and measurement tool of PDC.   

The introduction of computers into primary care has altered the traditional patient-doctor dynamics in 

several aspects. The location of the computer in the exam room as well as the requirements entailed in 

electronic medical records' (EMRs) use for retrieving and inserting data have established the computer 

as an active "participant" in the medical encounter (Margalit et al., 2006). Certain aspects of computer 

use such as: looking at the screen, typing-in information, retrieving the patient's medical history and 

lab results, addressing pop-ups and being guided by the EMR's structure for obtaining information, 

have been found to negatively affect the physician's ability to perform patient-centered behaviors, thus 

compromising PDC (Pearce et al., 2008; Shachak, Reis, & Pearce, 2013). The literature on patient-
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doctor-computer communication (PDCC) is surprisingly scarce and mainly consists of two types: 

descriptive research which describes the behaviors physicians show while incorporating EMRs into 

the medical encounter; and prescriptive literature that offers guidelines and recommendations for 

incorporating EMRs into the medical encounter without compromising PDC. The latter type, though 

may be useful, has not been empirically validated.  Moreover, the existing communication assessment 

tools do not take into account the changes in physicians' behavior caused by computer use, nor do they 

refer to the challenges entailed in maintaining patient-centered behaviors when the medical encounter 

includes the computer.   

This study attempts to fill the apparent gap in both the literature and practice described above. To this 

end, three working hypotheses are set: (1) the computer has changed the traditional patient-doctor 

relationship and as such, requires different communication skills; (2) patient-doctor communication 

skills and patient-doctor-computer communication skills are two different constructs; and (3) existing 

tools for assessing physicians' communication skills during the medical encounter do not address the 

effects of computer use on the patient-doctor relationship and patient centeredness. Therefore, a 

computer-related communication skills assessment tool is necessary.  

The primary objective of this study is to develop and validate a physician communication skills 

assessment tool, based on a robust methodological measurement construction process offered by 

MacKenzie et al. (MacKenzie, Podsakoff, & Podsakoff, 2011). The main stages included in this study 

are: construct definition, item generation, content validity assessment, scale purification and 

refinement, development of scale norms, statistical validation of the scale and an additional refinement 

of the scale's norms. PDCC is defined as the physician's ability to maintain effective communication 

with the patient while using the EMR system during the medical encounter at the primary care clinic.  

In order to establish the computer-related communication skills assessment tool, an existing 

framework is selected, the SEGUE. The SEGUE framework and communication assessment tool 

views the medical encounter as comprised of five stages (Makoul, 2001): Set the stage, Elicit 

information, Give information, Understand the patient's perspective and End the encounter. It has been 

selected for this study's purposes for its clear checklist rating format (communication tasks that are 

rated yes/no), the structured format of relevant tasks for each stage of the medical encounter and its 

reliability as an assessment tool. In outlining the items which will be used to assess physicians' ability 

to establish effective communication with patients during the medical encounter and during EMR use, 

the SEGUE framework is applied, namely, the new items will relate to the five stages. The integrated 

tool will be referred as the e-SEGUE.   

2 Research Methods 

The item generation process was primarily based on the PDCC literature and has resulted in the 

generation of 27 items.  Next, a content validity assessment stage was carried out to evaluate the 

generated items. In order to properly assess content validity, two panels were carried out. The first 

panel targeted as many relevant participants as possible and the second included several experts that 

discussed the first panel's results. Of the 27 items generated in the item generation stage, 20 items 

received over 50% agreement when asked to rate the degree to which the item is important for 

establishing effective PDCC.  

The second panel (experts panel) discussed the results of the first panel as well as the items' clarity and 

distribution among the SEGUE's five stages. Five items were discarded, producing a total of 22 items 

that construct the e-SEGUE. These were used for the next phase of item validation.   

3 Results  

The final stage of the validation process included inter-rater reliability, where items are examined for 

reliability by the degree to which two raters (or more) agree to a yes/no observation the item relates to. 
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This stage consisted of two raters evaluating 56 video-taped simulated medical encounters, divided 

into three different scenarios (high blood-pressure, hyperthyroidism and migraine headaches), using 

the e-SEGUE assessment tool.  Inter-rater reliability (IRR) was calculated using the Kn formula (as 

opposed to the traditional Cohen's Kappa). A code-book was developed in order to provide coding 

instructions. The mean Kn calculated for the entire sample shows that 70% of the items received 

between moderate and perfect agreement with a mean Kn of 0.703 which is considered moderate 

agreement. 

4 Discussion  

The e-SEGUE communication assessment tool contributes to both research and practice. It is aimed to 

be used as guidelines for integrating EMRs in primary care while maintaining effective 

communication and patient-centered care, as well as an assessment tool for education purposes such as 

evaluation and feedback for physicians starting from medical school to later stages of residency. It can 

likewise serve as a benchmark for appropriate EMR use by physicians in the primary care clinic. The 

theoretical contribution of this study lies first in the methodological development and validation of the 

e-SEGUE, which is seldom found in the literature, and second, in further research trajectories. The 

multi-disciplinary nature of this work which borrows from the medicine, psychology and information 

systems domains is also notable. Additionally, this research aims to highlight, via the e-SEGUE items, 

the potential benefits of EMR use when it is integrated in a patient-centered manner.  
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1 Introduction 

Educational system is one of the vital parts of our life and of the future of our children. The teaching 

machine predated the computer and was first patented in the 19th century (Benjamin, 1988). From the 

dawn of the computer era one of the first applications was in the area of learning and teaching. But 

only in the 21st century occurred the serendipitous crucial meeting of two independent developments: 

ICT became omnipresent and really robust, and allows us revolutionary solutions on the one hand, and 

the education systems all over the world (and especially in Israel), are in deep crisis and in dire need of 

those solutions the ICT can now at last provide (Muir-Herzig, 2004).  

In each country the Ministry of  Education (including Israeli Ministry of Education) initiated  national 

programs to computerize the schools. In Israel several special programs where announced. One was to 

computerize all the schools till 2013 (the National ICT Program). Another was the national program 

called “Adapting the Educational System to the 21st Century”,  one of the goals of which was to create 

a situation in which technology serves to instil innovative pedagogy and 21st century skills (Ministry 

of Education, 2011). 

In this article we claim that ICT can offer much more than the administrative functions for which it is 

used. We should begin building “smart” computerized learning environments in which the more 

important aspect of the human teacher’s expertise – the pedagogical one – is simulated, so as to allow 

the student more individual study. For this purpose we have developed both theoretical and practical 

new approach, that of Organic Knowledge (OK) system, which for the last few years was successfully 

applied in real life environment. 

 

 

2 Educational ICT models 

The modern pedagogy entails individually adapted, student controlled, research based learning. This 

can be made practical only through use of ICT technologies. Deep educational ICT model includes not 

only administrative aspect of education but also the teacher’s expertise and better pedagogical 

methods, such as individually tailored study, telescopic learning, project based learning, peer learning, 

study by research, associative learning, student initiated learning, accessibility to quantitatively and 

qualitatively huge electronic resources (Zviel-Girshin,  2013). There is a consensus that it is a crucially 

needed pedagogical approach. 

Currently several shallow models of integration of ICT technologies in education are already in wide 

use. Moodle and High Learn are examples of systems based on such models. Shallow systems allow 
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much more efficient administration of the learning process and class, real-time feedback for some of 

the tasks, continuum of learning in class and at home, strengthening of the connection between home 

and school, some basic adaptive learning and teaching aspects.  

Deep educational ICT model is more complex and needs a novel approach. We propose to use for this 

purpose a new paradigm in AI and expert systems - an Organic Knowledge (OK) system.  

 

3 Organic Knowledge model 

Organic Knowledge (OK) systems are ICT systems incorporating human expertise. One would be 

tempted to describe them as Expert Systems (ES) “on steroids”. If at all, they are an ecological system 

of many different and sometimes contradictory experts, called organs. But in reality the OK systems 

are so much more in almost every aspect that it is more correct to say they are the fulfilment of the ES 

vision. Other spiritual ancestors of OK system are Turing’s  “child programs” (Turing, 1950) and 

Minsky’s learning, evolving and non-algorithmic Society of Mind proposals (Minsky, 1988).  

OK system is: 

 intelligent 

 evolving 

 learning 

 organized 

 distributed 

 dialectical 

 very big knowledge base 

Each organ is simulating an independent expert, and includes: 

 knowledge base (data, meta-data and procedures) 

 feedback apparatus: 
o knowledge acquisition mechanism (interfaces and communication) 
o learning mechanism (inference of new knowledge and processing) 
o evolution mechanism (creating and changing organs in view of the new knowledge) 

 interfaces: 
o environment (local) 

 subjective (user) 
 objective 

o communication (network) 
 with other organs (o2o) 
 with remote servers 
 with remote users (p2p) 
 with remote resources 

 execution (proactive) 

 

4 Application of the Model 

An OK approach uniquely suits the needs of an educational system. The learning process is by its 

nature an organic process in which both student and teacher evolve. The school is an ecological 

system. The teacher uses different approaches and tools at different times and with different students, 
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while his teaching expertise is evolving through feedback and learning. The growth of student’s 

knowledge is multi-level, multi-directional and very individual.  

For each student, through a process of very intricate feedback, an individual path is built from 

components (this days called “learning units”) taken from a huge and evolving database of domain 

knowledge and educational tools, including ICT educational tools. This process is inherently 

dialectical. Not only the learning itself has to move in different dimensions and levels of 

understanding but also there is the basic bi-polarity and contradiction of teacher’s authority and 

instruction versus the students need for individuality and control. 

The proposed system avails to the student a huge amount and variety of types of educational hyper and 

multimedia. Among the learning units used in our experiments were modules of software and media, 

such as GeoGebra, Ani10, ted, Educational TV channel programs such as “simply math”, “Once upon 

a time... man”, and “Once upon a time... Life”,  the “Magic Bus”, sitcoms specially created for 

learning such as “extr@” and Disney’s and Person Longman’s “English Adventure” and huge number 

of educational and interactive games.  

The system uses special rules for “next” item and action, constant implicit and explicit feedback, a 

huge data gathered about each student, action and similar students. The system prepares and matches 

individual learning recourses for each student – computer, Internet, educational movies, software 

programs and games, books and e-books, different tools available at the lab and robots. On the other 

hand there exists a communication channel to other students and each student can create a learning 

group, virtual or physical.  

Some of the time the learning is in groups and a small part of the time the regular frontal instruction is 

provided by the teacher. After conclusion and summary of each learning unit a system performs a 

formative assessment and proposes a best learning path. At each stage the student can change the 

activity or learning unit, but the system directs the process so that progress in some field of education 

plan is made. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Top organs of the system . 

The developed organic system is used at the at Ruppin Academic Center since 2012 in the College-

preparation school for gifted children (KinderUni). Small groups of gifted children are taught STEM 

and English, adhering to the national curriculum published by the Israeli Ministry of Education, 

though not necessarily at the chronological order and age of the standard program. 

 

 

5 Conclusions and future research 

In this article we have presented a novel approach to ICT in schools. It is based on an organic non-

algorithmic paradigm that we advocate. Such a flexible model allowed us to develop real life ICT 

learning environments which are much smarter and to a much higher degree simulate the most vital 

aspect of the teacher’s expertise – the pedagogical know-how.   

learning 

environment teacher student knowledge 
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The conclusions of using OK deep model system were reported in the past (Zviel-Girshin and 

Rosenberg, 2013), and included such positive results as children at the age of 6 studying math at the 

8th grade level and English at 6th grade level, and children at the age of 8 are programming industrial 

robots as well as Lego Mindstorm robots. 

The next stage is to use the system on the national level at the schools that are already computerized. 

A recently obtained grant for this purpose will enable embedding the OK educational systems on a 

large scale in the near future.  
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1 Introduction 

The Android ecosystem benefits from a wide variety of mobile apps which can run on a wide range of 

devices.  The ubiquity of Android smartphones has led application vendors and web services to 

develop mobile versions of their software for work people would otherwise have done on a PC.  This 

transition comes with an overlooked side effect: sensitive data and files are downloaded, stored, and 

processed on the mobile device.  Once on the device, data and files may be subject to unauthorized 

reading or modification by other apps on the phone (i.e. malware). 

Malware for Android devices has grown quickly, driving app download sites to implement automated 

and manual mechanisms to detect it such as Google's Bouncer (Lockheimer) and Apple's manual app 

review.  Malware detection mechanisms are inherently limited due to fingerprinting attacks and 

malicious updates.  Developers must assume their apps operate on a device which has malicious apps 

installed and take precautions to protect data. 

Android offers mechanisms to let app developers avoid compromise of sensitive data, but our research 

has shown that using the mechanisms properly is not simple.  A survey we conducted shows that the 

data of many commercially recognized apps are open to attack due to improper use of Android 

mechanisms, actions of other apps, or unintended interactions with Android features.  We therefore 

advocated the use of formal modelling to help developers get authorization right.  We augment our 

previous work with two new elements.  First, we explain our Authzoid app as a case study illustrating 

ways of securing sensitive data.  Second, we use implemented apps which use Authzoid’s services and 

take performance metrics. 

2 Android Authorization Mechanisms 

Android offers mechanisms to let apps control how others use their resources.  Making an app which 

doesn't share anything is easy, but allowing controlled access is tricky and easy to get wrong (ex.  

(May and Karthikeyan) and (Davi, Dmitrienko and Sadeghi)).  There are five protection mechanisms 

offered by Android which can be used to control access: 

(1) Permissions 

(2) URI Permissions 

(3) Private Storage 

(4) External Storage 

(5) Web Sharing 

mailto:mjmay@kinneret.ac.il
mailto:karthikeyan.bhargavan@inria.fr
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2.1 Authorization Policy Types in Android 

Authorization refers to the ability to define and enforce a policy which controls access to a resource.  

In Android, an app which enforces authorization ensures that its data can't be read or modified by 

another app without the owning app's or the user's approval. 

Authorization is achieved in two steps.  First, the user or the app which owns the data grants another 

app or group of apps the capability to do something, creating a policy.  Later, when an app attempts to 

perform an action, an enforcement mechanism checks that the action is authorized. 

Some common authorization policies which are implemented using the above mechanisms are: 

 Temporary Read Permission 

 Temporary Modification Permission 

 Single-Version Permission 

2.2 Authorization Policy Problems 

Android offers many mechanisms which can be used to enforce different types of authorization 

policies.  Previous work has shown that many apps have problems with their policy enforcement.  

Failures come from a variety of sources including flaws in the app's storage decisions, flaws in the 

behavior of other apps, and features of the Android environment.  Rather than offering bug fixes, we 

advocate the deployment of a generic authorization service which would work as a policy definition 

and enforcement agent on behalf of others.  The service could be a standalone app or integrated into 

the Android platform.  As a proof of concept for how such an authorization service should work, we 

present the Authzoid app. 

3 Case Study: Authzoid App 

Authzoid is an authorization service which lets apps share files while enforcing customizable 

authorization policies.  Apps interact with Authzoid by sending intents or by accessing its public 

content provider.  Internally, Authzoid manages a database of files, owners, and authorization policies.  

Authzoid's architecture is shown in Error! Reference source not found..  It publishes interfaces for 

file submission, file retrieval, content provider-based retrieval, and policy definition.  It stores its 

private files in a private directory (cache) and an encrypted public directory on the SD card.  

Authorization policies are defined and stored in a policies database. 
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Figure 11: Authzoid Architecture 

3.1 Authzoid Operations 

Before an app can share a file with others, it first needs to store it with Authzoid.  It does so by 

sending an intent to Authzoid which records the file information in the files database and copies it to 

its encrypted external storage directory. 

Once stored, the owning app can define an access control policy for the file, deciding which others 

apps can read or write the stored file.  The owner can grant a single version read or write permission or 

grant a permission which is valid until cancelled. 

Authzoid acts a reference monitor for all accesses, so when an app wants to access a stored file it must 

send a request to Authzoid first.  Depending on the file, Authzoid may already have a copy of the file 

in its private cache directory or need to decrypt the most recent copy from the external directory. 

3.2 Sample Apps and Performance Testing 

To test the functionality of Authzoid, we created a file storage app which stores files in Authzoid and 

sets access policies.  To read and modify files, we modified the open source Ted Text Editor for 

Android (Gouchet) to view and modify files stored with Authzoid. 

We performed performance tests on Authzoid and Ted.  Results are still preliminary, but ignoring the 

one time overhead of key derivation when an app deposits a file, using Authzoid for file storage and 

retrieval is not significantly slower than sending a file to another app using an explicit or implicit 

intent. 

4 Discussion and Conclusion 

The increasing popularity of cloud based file sharing and sites using web-based authorization such as 

OAuth requires developers to consider how they protect data from malware and attackers. The 

Android operating system offers a variety of mechanisms which apps can use to enforce authorization 

for on-device private data.  A variety of authorization policy types are implemented by apps using the 

Android mechanisms, but examination of numerous popular apps shows that many of them get it 

wrong, either due to misuse of the Android mechanisms, the actions of other apps, or features of the 

operating system. 
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To help guide developers, we offer a model for how authorization should be done.  As a case study, 

we describe the behavior of Authzoid, explaining how it enables the definition and enforcement of a 

variety of authorization policies on behalf of others.  We are continuing to add functionality to 

Authzoid and plan to release it as an open source module which can be integrated into other apps or 

eventually integrated into the regular services of the Android operating system.  
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1 Introduction 

Operational IT failures, or failures of operational IT systems, “can paralyze a company’s ability to 

make its products, deliver its services, and connect with its customers, not to mention foul its 

reputation” (Carr, 2003, p. 11). Examples include technical glitches, service outages, and security 

breaches. Generally, operational IT failures compromise the confidentiality, integrity, or availability 

of data assets or functional IT assets (software, hardware, networks, users, etc.) responsible for the 

creation, storage, processing, transport, and safeguarding of data assets (Benaroch et al. 2012).  

The operational IT failures literature is sparse and focused on their impact on firm performance. As 

summarized in Benaroch et al. (2012), it documents the adverse impact of IT failures on firms' equity 

value and financial reporting quality. Only Goldstein et al. (2011) look at other facets of IT failures. 

Based on the resource-based view of the firm, they propose ‘IT resource weaknesses’ as a theoretical 

lens for understanding IT failures. They suggest an ‘IT resource weaknesses’–‘IT value-destruction’ 

perspective to complement the ‘IT resource strengths’–‘IT value-creation’ perspective studied 

extensively in the IT literature. These authors also find that IT failures compromising the availability 

and integrity of functional IT assets are more harmful than those compromising the confidentiality of 

data assets. In sum, this literature has gaps, one of which is the connection with IT governance. 

Considerable research shows the relevance of IT governance (ITG) to firm performance and firm 

value, however, mostly from an IT value-creation perspective. Given the primary responsibility of ITG 

for oversight and control over the acquisition and utilization of IT resources in a firm (Weill 2004), 

much research investigates the connection between ITG and IT value-creation. ITG generally 

encompasses such resources as bodies (e.g., board directors, CIO), processes (e.g., COBIT), and 

relational mechanisms (e.g., cross-training, co-location) (De Haes and Van Grembergen 2009). 

Several studies focus on the effect of specific ITG bodies on the firm. Examples are the positive 

market reactions accompanying CIO appointments (Chatterjee et al. 2001) and appointments of board 

members with IT and e-commerce experience in Internet firms (Richardson and Zmud 2001). Several 

studies examine the effects of ITG in its broader sense. Ho et al. (2011) find a positive moderating 

effect of board independence on the ‘IT-investment’–‘firm-performance’ relation. Gu et al. (2008) find 

that good (poor) alignment of firms’ ITG with their business needs and environment obtain 

significantly more (no) value from their IT capital. Two other studies positively link IT budget levels 

and expenditures, a factor controlled by ITG, with subsequent firm performance (Kobelsky et al. 2008; 

Anderson et al. 2010). Overall, ITG research supports the IT value-creation perspective while being 

silent on the role of ITG from the IT value-destruction perspective. 

2 Study Objectives 

We seek to address the gaps identified in the operational IT failures and ITG literatures. On one level, 

these gaps afford an opportunity to offer a holistic theory of how firms allocate ITG resources. The 

theory postulates that ITG resources are allocated purposefully to increase the contribution of IT to 

firm value, as a function of the balance of value created by IT investment and value destroyed by 
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operational IT failures. Relative to IT value-creation, we know that “making the right choice on ITG 

plays an important role in realizing the business value of IT investments” (Gu et al. 2008, p. 21). By 

extension, relative to IT value-destruction, the negative value impact of IT failures would drive firms 

to reallocate their ITG resources in order to remediate underlying IT problems and prevent future IT 

failures.  

Building on this theory, we also seek to test empirically for the existence of a reciprocal relationship 

between ‘ITG strength’ and the magnitude of negative impact of IT failures, and, in turn, between the 

magnitude of negative impact and how firms re-allocate ITG resources in connection with remediating 

and future prevention efforts. Specifically, we seek to address two questions:  

(1) Is the ITG strength of firms experiencing operational IT failures a predictor of the magnitude of 
failures’ impact on the firm? And, if so, which of the bodies contributing to ITG strength?  

(2) Is the magnitude of impact of operational IT failures on firms a predictor of improvements firms 
make in ITG upon experiencing those failures? And, if so, changes in which ITG bodies?  

3 Research Design and Main Results 

We address these questions using a sample of 110 operational IT failures in publicly traded U.S. 

financial services firms between 1992 and 2011. We operationalize key constructs as follows. 

Drawing on past research, we consider ITG strength to depend on the number of ITG bodies in a firm 

and their characteristics, namely: board of directors’ level of IT knowledge and experience, measured 

separately for independent directors and executive management (internal directors), existence and 

tenure of a CIO/CTO, and existence of firm-level IT committees. Consistent with past ITG research on 

relatively discrete events (e.g., CIO appointments), we use stock abnormal returns to measure the 

negative impact of IT failures on the firm. 

For the first question, we compute firms’ ITG strength in the year prior to IT failures occurrence, and 

use an event study methodology to measure the market reaction following those IT failures. We find 

that market returns are more negative for firms with greater ITG strength. We also find this result to be 

driven by two ITG strength indicators: level of IT knowledge of independent directors on the board 

and existence of a CIO/CTO position, perhaps because these bodies bear more responsibility for 

oversight and control over IT resources. In addition, we control for different failure types and finds the 

main result to be driven by: (1) function- rather than data-related failures, and (2) internally- rather 

than externally-initiated failures. 

For the second question, we examine changes in firms’ ITG strength in the two years following IT 

failures. We find those ITG changes to be associated with the magnitude of negative market reaction 

to IT failures, and to be dominated by an increase in the IT-knowledge level of executive managers on 

the board and by CIO/CTO turnover. One reason might be a phenomenon call “scapegoating.” 

Importantly, though, we find less CIO turnover in IT intensive firms, perhaps because IT executive 

turnover can more be disruptive to such business. These results support our proposed theory of ITG 

resource allocation and the general notion that adverse operational events destabilize the governance 

equilibrium, providing firms an impetus to change their governance structures as they move toward a 

better equilibrium.  

4 Contribution 

Our study makes several novel contributions by expanding Goldstein et al.’s (2011) work and studying 

the link between IT failures and ITG strength. First, we propose a holistic theory of how firms allocate 

and adjust their allocation of ITG resources in connection with the contribution of IT to firm value (or 

lack thereof). Second, based on this theory we postulate and empirically test and validate the 

reciprocal relationship between operational IT failures and ITG. Third, our results offer evidence that 

the independent directors on the board are viewed by market investors as a principal ITG body, 
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consistent with IT literature stressing the importance of IT knowledge and attention to IT at the board 

level. Yet, improvements in ITG are lopsided and appear on the executive side, not the oversight 

component of the board made of independent directors. 
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Big Data generated by crowds provides a myriad of opportunities for monitoring and modeling 

people's intentions, preferences, and opinions. Yet the abundance of data also creates significant 

challenges for data collection and processing.  

One of the most important challenges that has emerged is determining which data items should be 

selected for modeling a phenomenon of interest. Given the vast quantity of available data (for 

example, all possible search engine queries, literally numbering in the billions), it is essential to select 

the specific data items that are relevant for a given modeling or prediction task. Clearly, excluding 

relevant data will render a modeling process “blind” to important information; in contrast, including 

irrelevant data can confound the modeling process and can result in undesired outcomes such as 

overfitting, in addition to creating additional processing and data collection costs.  

As illustrated in Figure 1, data selection (step 2) is a critical stage in the process of producing 

predictions on the basis of large-scale online crowd-generated data. This stage bridges between the 

generation of data by crowds and extraction of actual inputs for modeling. In particular, it is the first 

stage in which the modeler actively makes decisions. 

Figure 1 also highlights the distinction between data selection (step 2) and the well-known feature 

selection problem (step 5). Specifically, the data selection task addresses the question of which data, 

out of all possible data that potentially could be collected, should actually be collected by the 

researcher. In contrast, the feature selection process (if applied) takes place at a later stage, typically 

after the selected data have undergone further processing. In particular, it deals with the selection of a 

subset of informative variables out of a larger set, generated from the collected data. Therefore, the 

feature selection process is totally dependent on the data selected in step 2 and is effectively blind to 

data that were not selected in that step.  

Interestingly, the important step of data selection has received only limited attention in previous 

literature. This step is commonly carried out using three main approaches: (1) a comprehensive scan of 

large scale data, (2) intuition and prior knowledge, and (3) algorithmic classification methods. While 
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these methods have been shown to provide good results in various domains, they also suffer from 

various downsides including: spurious correlation, being domain-specific, having strong dependence 

on the researcher's prior knowledge, high computational costs, requiring extensive effort for periodic 

updates, and a need for the researcher to rely on proprietary data.  

 

Figure 12. A Typical Prediction Process Using Online Crowd-Generated Data. 

In this paper, we propose a novel crowd-based approach to this data selection problem. This method 

leverages a crowd to select relevant data from large-scale data previously generated by a larger crowd. 

Our method is based on prompting a large number of individuals, via an online task, to produce word 

associations relating to a focal term (reflecting the phenomenon for which predictions are being 

made). This approach taps into people's lexical knowledge (Nelson et al. 2004) and provides a relative 

index of the accessibility of related words in individuals' memory. A key element of the association 

task is the fact that it provides a power law distribution of term associations (Steyvers and Tenenbaum 

2005)—most associations relate to terms that are proximal to the focal term, yet a “long tail” of 

associations connect to more distant terms. Thus, this technique is expected to provide ample coverage 

of relevant data items. Subsequently, we complement the crowd-based term selection with a 

straightforward statistical selection procedure to balance data coverage with accuracy. 

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to propose a structured approach for data selection 

in large-scale crowd-generated data environments. By using the crowd to address the data selection 

process we are able to capture a set of terms that are both relevant and predictive. Another benefit of 

our method is the transparency of the selection process and ease of replication. These are important 

traits that, according to Lazer et al. (2014), do not typically receive sufficient attention in studies 

analyzing large-scale data. 
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1 Introduction 

This research focuses on selection, acquisition, and evaluation of information sources, in the process 

of online informal learning by software engineers. Informal learning refers to the pursuit of 

understanding, knowledge or skill which occurs without the presence of externally imposed curricular 

criteria (Livingstone, 2001). The domain of interest is software engineering because in this field 

informal learning is prevalent and there is an abundance of online information sources of various 

kinds.  

In the context of informal learning scaffolds are defined as timely and appropriate support which is 

provided by an adult or expert in the learning process. The concept of scaffolding emphasizes the need 

for skilled help in the learning process (Vygotsky, 1978). In this study scaffolds are information 

sources available to software engineers during online learning tasks. The wealth of available scaffolds 

for informal learning raises questions regarding the scaffold selection process and the value extracted 

from it. How do learners perceive scaffolds? Does the value of a scaffold to the user change by using 

the scaffold, as a consequence of the learner's experience or by scaffold type?  

The research examines three types of scaffolds through the lens of the perceived value of information 

(Table 1). Supportive scaffolding: information for doing the task, offering advice. Reflective: supports 

thinking, planning and evaluating the task. In the field of software engineering, supportive scaffolding 

includes online standards specifications which describe rules and definitions for programing 

languages. Reflective scaffolding is complex code examples and demos. In reciprocal scaffolding at 

least two people cooperate in performing a task by sharing skills (Holton and Clarke 2004). Online 

programmers' forums are reciprocal scaffolding. 

 

Learning Challenge Scaffold Type Solution 

Rules of programming  Supportive  Official specifications 

Need for practical examples  Reflective  Code examples, "try it yourself" 

Unclear error messages when debugging  Reciprocal  Forums: Stackoverflow 

Table 13. A framework for scaffolding strategies. 

 

The value of the scaffold to the user may change upon use. Before experiencing the information, a 

consumer knows the price and meta-data. Consumers do not know the actual value to them for their 

particular needs. Full value of information in a system is revealed only after use (Nelson, 1970). The 
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difference in value before and after the experience is the result of the experience itself (Van Alstyne, 

1999). Perceived value is operationalized pre-consumption subjective expected value; and post-

consumption revealed value. The value of information in a system revealed after experiencing it in a 

learning task is affected by information type through prior subjective price valuation and through the 

user's experience with the interface. 

User experience considers the subjective and dynamic state of the user. UX is the result of three 

integrated factors: (1) User's initial state; (2) Machine, including its design and functionality; and (3) 

Context in which the interaction occurs (Hassenzahl and Tractinsky, 2006). Norman (2004) described 

three design styles which motivate users' reactions to everyday objects: Visceral, Behavioural and 

Reflective. Hassenzahl (2003) added the Hedonic aspect. In this research, the visceral, behavioural, 

reflective and hedonic aspects are examined to assess the UX. 

2 Method 

We conducted an experiment which included a learning assignment, where domain expertise is a 

constant and information type is controlled. Participants were students in software engineering 

department, with equivalent preliminary technology knowledge in the area of web programming. 

Expected and revealed values of information were measured, as was the UX value of the research tool. 

Points were given for correct answers so that each participant had a final grade in an assignment which 

included three multiple choice questions in software engineering. Each question presented one type of 

scaffold each. Questions were identically complex. Participants had the choice to answer the questions 

without the help of scaffolds. An online platform (Survey Gizmo at www.surveygizmo.com) was 

customized to run the learning scaffold marketplace. A pilot experiment was performed with 19 

participants to examine the feasibility of the proposed experiment. The study was used to debug the 

experimental design, system and to do a manipulation check. In the main experiment, 113 software 

engineering students received enough virtual money which was used to purchase scaffolds according 

to their preferences, expected value and willingness to pay. After experiencing the information source, 

participants were asked to rate the type of information they experienced. The user experience (UX) 

value was measured using the online questionnaire AttrakDiff 2 (Hassenzahl et al. 2003). 

3 Results 

To examine relation between information type (Supportive, Reflective, and Reciprocal) and expected 

information value (the price participants were willing to pay to get access to information), A Kruskal-

Wallis test was conducted to evaluate differences among the three information types on median 

change in information expected value. The test was statistically significant χ2(2, 113) = 12.72, p = 

.0017. Follow-up post-hoc tests were conducted to evaluate pairwise differences among the three 

information types. The results of these tests indicated a statistically significant difference between the 

supportive information type and the reflective information type (mean expected value: 44.84 and 

71.14 respectively). 

Spearman's correlation between expected and revealed information value, by information type, 

showed that no statistically significant effect was found for any of the scaffold types. Expected and 

revealed values of scaffolds have no relation, lending support to the notion of experience value.  

Regarding user experience value, a Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted to evaluate differences among 

the three information types (Supportive, Reflective, and Reciprocal) on median change in user 

experience value (summary of four user experience parameters: pragmatic quality, hedonic identity, 

hedonic stimulation and attractiveness). The test was statistically significant χ2
(2, 94)=12.14, p=.002. 

Post hoc tests indicated a statistically significant difference between the supportive information type 

and both the reciprocal and reflective information types (mean UX values: 91.46, 114.53 and 114.76 

respectively).  
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Figure 1 shows grades for participants who chose not to use information (in dark grey), compared to 

participants who used one of the three information types (in light grey). Grades scales: -100: wrong 

answer, 10: correct, but not the most effective answer, 60: best answer), 

 

Figure 14. Objective learning achievements following use and non-use of scaffolds 

 

4 Discussion 

The main finding of the current research is that different types of scaffolds are associated with varying 

subjective and revealed values and with actual outcomes of the experimental task.  

The expected value for the supportive scaffolding is lower than for the reflective scaffolding type. 

Post-information consumption results show (1) participants valued the reflective and reciprocal 

information types more than the supportive type; (2) a positive correlation between UX value and 

revealed information value.  
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1 Introduction 

 The topic of enhancing the software development process has received much attention in recent 

decades. Several models have been developed to this end, typically addressing the characteristics of 

the process or the organization. We believe that an additional, substantial enhancement of software 

development can be achieved via encouraging productive behaviour among individual software 

developers. We propose a framework for enhancing motivation among software developers, using 

gamification principles. As a first step in this ongoing research, we designed a prototype for a game, 

which can be used in various tasks in the software development process. The game is based on 

cognitive theories, which address motivation among practitioners.  

2 Scientific Background 

2.1 Motivation Theories 

Several cognitive theories address the topic of encouraging motivation for work tasks. Here we briefly 

present three of the most influential theories in this field.  

The Self Determination Theory (SDT) (Ryan and Deci, 2000) presents a continuum of motivation 

types, from intrinsic motivation that emerges from the employee, to extrinsic motivation created by 

rules and regulation in the workplace. Although intrinsic motivation is considered to be linked to 

positive human behavior, SDT suggests that proper use in extrinsic motivation can lead to motivated 

behavior. SDT suggests three psychological needs in order to enhance self-motivation: competence, 

autonomy, and relatedness. According to the Theory of Flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997) there are five 

elements of reaching to a state where the individual is immersed into the performed task (some of 

which can be extrinsically induced): Clarity, Centering, Choice, Commitment, Challenge. Sawyer 

(2008) extended these elements to the context of group flow, to contain, among others, the following 

characteristics: A compelling, shared goal, a sense of being in control, blending egos, equal 

participation, familiarity, constant and spontaneous communication, and the potential for failure. We 

relied on these characteristics when designing our solution, creating an environment that would 

encourage group flow. The proposed solution is described in section 3.  

2.2 Gamification 

Coined by Nick Pelling in 2002 (Hägglund, 2012), the term "gamification" is used in order to describe 

how any task can be performed as a game. In recent years, various research works have been 
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conducted with regard to gamification, its mechanisms, and their use. While the early use of 

gamification was intended for games and application for users, research from the last few years is 

targeted on using gamification mechanisms for changing behaviors of specific populations for specific 

purposes.  

Sheth et al. (2012) gamified a number of software development activities in educational settings, in 

order to engage software engineering students in development, documentation, bug reporting, and test 

coverage, using social rewords. The students who used the system showed statistically proven 

improvement in their work results. The system was later used to encourage students into doing 

software testing, using a method they called "Secret Ninja Testing," where students were presented 

with quests using characters from various action movies, and were asked to act as these characters 

while solving testing problems (Bell et al. 2011). The system helped the students to be exposed to the 

complete lifecycle of software development, and encouraged students to choose software engineering 

as a major in their studies.  

Thus far, gamification for software engineering has focused on education, using gamification 

principles borrowed from the domain of applications and website usage. We did not find research in 

this context relying on cognitive theories in order to design games for software engineers, or using 

gamified environments in industry in order to motivate software practitioners to enhance work 

performance. 

3 The Proposed Solution: Gamifying Software Development 

The objective of this ongoing research is to identify different opportunities within the software 

development process for enhancing productive behavior via gamification. In this paper we refer, as 

examples for demonstrating our vision, to six of the major tasks of the software development process. 

We view them in pairs: 

 Software architecture design and software architecture review 

 Coding and code review 

 Customization  (adapting the solution to the customer) and integration testing 

We chose to focus on these pairs since we can identify in each pair two parties: The creator (architect, 

programmer, customizer) and the reviewer (architecture reviewer, code reviewer, tester). Each of these 

pairs will have its own game according to the following principles (see Fig. 1): 

Create – The creator creates a segment of work, according to her task (architecture, coding or 

customizing). Creating the segment assigns points to the creator and to her team. 

Request review – The creator sends the artifact for reviewer. The reviewer is randomly selected from a 

group of potential reviewers. The creator does not know which reviewer was selected. The reviewer 

and the team receive points for this action. 

Review – The reviewer receives the anonymous artifact, reviews it and writes a review. She then 

submits the review to the system, with a review score, which reflects the quality of the artifact. The 

reviewer and the team receive points for this action. Additional points are given to the reviewer for 

writing comments for improvement. 

Extend the knowledge – upon receiving the review, the creator and reviewer can further extend the 

knowledge created from the review (the artifact and the review comments), to their team or to an 

extended group of practitioners in the organization. Each such knowledge extension results in 

additional game points for the creator, the reviewer and the team. When the knowledge is used by 

another practitioner from the organization, the team is given additional points. 
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Figure 1. The principle of the game of CARE 

 

The game includes the following gamification elements:  

Personal profile – the team members have individual profiles, where they can view their personal and 

team score. Each team has a team profile, presenting the team members and the team’s score. 

Badges – the team members are assigned with badges according to their individual scores. The badge 

indicates their level in the game, according to the number of points they earned.  

Scoreboard – each team has its members rated by their scores, and at the end of each month one team 

member is rewarded as "the player of the month." 
 

Importantly, the game is designed to support each of principles of the motivation theories described in 

section 2.1. We will elaborate more on this in the presentation. 

  

To conclude, our proposed gamified environment supports principle of three cognitive theories – 

referring to individual and group motivation – designed to meet the challenge of achieving full 
commitment to the task, from both individual and team points of view.  
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1 Introduction 
In recent years, the mobile applications (apps) market has significantly increased in size and is 

continuing to grow at a dizzying pace. The large market size, its fast pace of change, and the rapid 

growth of available mobile apps has resulted in a highly competitive market. This market is also 

experience-based, which means it is difficult to assess the value of apps before consuming them. In 

such a highly competitive and experience-based market, purchasing decisions are based mainly on 

recommendations, with recommendation mechanisms playing a very significant role. 

 

2 Objectives 
The goal of this study is to understand the intricate relationships between online recommendation 

mechanisms, app popularity, and purchase volume, as a function of app characteristics. This research 

examines the combined effect of four main recommendation mechanisms existing today in mobile app 

stores: star rating, written reviews, co-purchase network ("customers who bought this item also 

bought”), and product-similarity network. These mechanisms are based on two known social-

economic effects: word-of-mouth and observational learning. 

 

3 Research Methods 
The data for this study was collected from two major Android app stores - Google Play and Amazon 

Apps. The data was gathered using a data extraction tool developed specifically for this study. With 

this tool, we scanned user interfaces of the two stores. The data was then recorded in four databases 

(two stores and two types of applications - free and paid). Numerous variables were collected and 

calculated for each app, representing its characteristics as they appeared in the online sites and the 

respective recommendation mechanisms. Upon processing and analyzing the data, we defined 20 

variables relevant for this research. The database was reduced to 34,582 records relevant to the 

research criteria. 

 

Hierarchical linear regression models were defined to examine both the relationships between the 

various variables and app popularity, as well as the contribution of each variable-set to the variance 

explained in app popularity. Additionally, logistic regression models were constructed for the Google 

datasets to predict the probability of an app to be in the most popular group rather than the less popular 

groups ("head" and "tail" in the long-tail distribution). 
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4 Results 
The results describe the magnitude and direction of the effect of each variable on purchase volume. 

Overall, the models we constructed were able to explain 63%-83% of the variance in purchase 

volume. Additionally, the findings revealed that while the direction of the effects of each variable 

(whether positively or negatively related to purchase volume) were relatively consistent across the 

four databases, their magnitude changed as a function of the store (Amazon or Google), the type of 

app (free or paid), and its category (game or not). 

 

5 Discussion and Conclusions 
The main finding in this study is that the observational learning effect is the most dominant effect in 

explaining the popularity and purchase volume of mobile apps. This effect is related to two variables. 

The first variable is the "number of reviews" for each app in each online store. In Google's store, for 

example, this variable is so dominant that it alone explains over 65% of the variance. The second 

variable is the app's centrality in the co-purchase network (which exists only in the Amazon store). 

This variable, together with "number of reviews", explain over 50% of the variance in the Amazon 

store. The implication of this finding is that potential buyers are mainly influenced by knowing that 

other users bought the app, while the reasons for other people's purchases (expressed among other 

things by written reviews and star ratings) are of secondary importance. 

 

Another interesting finding in this study is related to the existence of an "ideal" review length, 

including only the information required for the consumer. On the one hand, the review should not be 

too short, laconic, and lacking information. On the other hand, the review should not be too long, 

tedious, and include redundant information. The ideal review should combine readability with 

helpfulness, thereby having a stronger impact on the consumer. The results obtained in the study 

suggest that the ideal length of reviews in the mobile apps market is around 150-200 characters, with 

shorter and longer reviews associated with lower purchase volume. 

 

This research deals with the mobile apps market, which is a young and growing market that has yet to 

be comprehensively examined. This research has two important contributions. First, as far as we 

know, this study is among the first to examine the four recommendation mechanisms combined and to 

evaluate their mutual influences. Second, this study is, to the best of our knowledge, among the first to 

examine two different major online app stores.  
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1 Introduction 

Unlike bricks and mortar commerce, e-commerce is conducted through the exchange of symbols, 

usually words. As noted by Fayard and DeSanctis (2008), “in an online context, language is ‘doing’” 

(ibid  p. 680). In e-commerce, both vendors and consumers must choose words. Consumers often use a 

search engine as the starting point of their search (Sen, King et al. 2006). This requires that they 

choose query terms. On the other side of the market, vendors must choose words with which to 

describe their items. Prior research has considered each of these decisions in isolation. The IS 

economics literature has studied vendors’ optimal and actual keyword bidding behaviour. The 

information science literature has studied factors influencing consumers’ choice of search terms. 

The point of departure of the current study is that the two processes – through which consumers search 

search terms and vendors choose descriptive terms – are inter-related. Ultimately, a consumer is finds 

a vendor’s items only if the consumer (in his/her search) and vendor (in his/her item description) chose 

at least some overlapping words. More importantly, both sides are aware of this fact. This raises the 

possibility that each side may choose its words strategically, i.e. taking into account (its beliefs about) 

the words that the other side will choose (Lohr, S. “Don’t be too clever; this is for the Web”, New 

York Times April 9, 2006).  

In this paper, we demonstrate an unobtrusive method for detecting and quantifying the degree to which 

consumers and vendors have chosen their words strategically. The basic insight is to model the 

simultaneous word choices of consumers and vendors as a coordination game in which both players 

“win” if the consumer’s search word is identical to the vendor’s description word. Schelling (1960) 

noticed that two people, when presented with a stimulus or question, have a better than random chance 

at coordinating i.e. choosing the same response. For example, asked to “choose a date” with the aim of 

choosing the same date as one’s partner, many subjects choose January 1, and thereby succeed in 

coordinating with their partner. One possibility is that they do this by each guessing what the other 

side is likely to answer (Mehta, Starmer et al. 1994). Bardsley et al. (2009) devised an approach to 

measure whether this is what is happening. Adapting this method, we elicit people’s naïve word 

choices – i.e. what word the consumer would associate with the item, and the vendor -- and separately 

from that, we subject them to a coordination game in which, working as pairs, they “win” only if they 

choose the same word. If the two distributions are identical, then players are remaining faithful to their 

own naïve word preferences. If the distribution of word choices in the coordination game is narrower 

than the naïve word preferences, then it is evidence that players are choosing words strategically.  
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2 Objectives 

Our objective is to develop and demonstrate an unobtrusive methodology for detecting whether 

participants in the roles of consumers and vendors have chosen their words strategically. A secondary 

objective is to report whether laboratory subjects exhibit such behaviour, though such results cannot 

generalize to real vendors and consumers.  

3 Method 

We ran six experimental laboratory sessions, in each of which 16 subjects played 5 word-games. The 

“vendors” in this case are essentially owners of a website, whose content they wish to promote. In a 

pre-game stage, all subjects were shown an information item and were asked to choose from a list of 

candidates the word they feel best represents the information it contains (subjects in the vendor role) 

or the information need that it fulfils (searcher role). This represents their naïve word preferences for 

each item. Then they were assigned to play a coordination game in which their aim was to choose the 

same word as their partner, not (necessarily) to choose the word they personally feel it right. 

We tested for evidence of strategic word choice in the following manner. First, we derived the 

distribution of how many of the 16 subjects in each of the 30 games (six sessions of 5 games each) 

would have chosen each label had they chosen according to their own primary salience, and we 

compared that against the distribution of players’ choices in the first round of the actual convention 

game. A narrower distribution in the latter is evidence of strategic word choice. 

4 Results 

In 20 of the 30 games, the distribution was narrower in the convention game than if everyone had used 

the same word they designated in the pre-game. The binomial parameter p=.66 (20/30) is significantly 

(p<.05) different from .5 with a sample size of 30. This is evidence for strategic word choice. 

5 Discussion 

Our purpose is to provide a method for detecting and quantifying strategic word choices by consumers 

and vendors. Our formalization grounds the research in established (economics) theory, and allows us 

to adopt and adapt proven methods. Obviously, the precise percentage of strategic play does not 

generalize outside our lab study. This work is part of a long-term research agenda whose aim is to 

integrate the study of word choices in e-commerce into general economic theory. Practical benefits 

arise especially to vendors from the ability to predict the percentage of consumers that will use a given 

word in their search for an item. If the majority x% of users in a focus group say they associate a given 

word with an item, then an even higher percentage will use that word in their searches for it. These 

insights can help inform vendors’ bidding behaviour for keyword ads. 
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1 Introduction 

This research contributes to the understanding of how different learning interfaces may extend 

retention of online learners in a course, as well as in a program, and decrease the known tendency to 

procrastinate, which leads to failure (Geri and Winer 2015). This mode of research follows the 

cognitive fit theory (Adipat et al. 2011; Vessey 1991), which postulates that performance is improved 

when data presentation formats match the task to be accomplished. More specifically we target 

academic distance education, which challenges students’ ability to self-regulate their learning 

throughout the semester. 

Previous usage pattern research shows that academic procrastination within e-learning settings follows 

a U-Curve, which is characterized with increased online activities towards the beginning and the end 

of the semester (Geri et al. 2014). The purpose of the current paper is to present a research in progress 

that aims to flatten the U curve and thus shift more students towards an ongoing and engaged learning 

experience. Based on attention economy (Davenport and Beck 2001) we assume that different modes 

of presentation can affect the ability of learners to extend their academic learning time and retention 

within one session. 

In digital learning environments, learners are exposed to network-like information structures where 

learning assets such as text, pictures, videos and interactive courseware are hyperlinked (Scheiter et al. 

2014). This learning setting along with the user's ability to choose the point of time as well as the 

pacing and sequence leads to learning distractions. We therefore evaluate the effects of sequencing the 

learning units, onto a linear learning path according to the course’s study guide.  

We use a dedicated technology (www.roojoom.com) that allows encapsulation of various media types 

and online web resources on a linear flow. It is suggested that this mode of presentation will increase 

the “time spent on site” per learning session and reflect the growing ability of learners to engage 

attentively with online content. Furthermore, it is expected that the linear path will decrease learning 

distractions and increase the learner’s abilities to complete their learning paths in a timely manner and 

thus avoiding procrastination.  

This research may contribute to the understanding of the effect that linear and network learning 

interfaces have on the ability of learners to avoid procrastination and increase their ability to complete 

learning tasks.  

 

http://www.roojoom.com/
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2 Objectives and Research Questions 

The main objective of this study is to mitigate the challenge of procrastination and online learning 

time within the context of e-learning. Positive effects of the new mode of presentation on these 

challenges might lead to large scale adoption of this new mode of presentation along-side the 

traditional one.  

More specifically, this study examines the following research questions: 

1. Can different modes of presentation and content design decrease the tendency for 

procrastination and modify learning behavior throughout the semester? 

2. What characterizes learners that make use of the new linear design of courseware?  

3. Does the new technology increase the average academic learning time per session? 

4. Does the new technology increase completion rates? 

5. Is there a significant effect on academic success? 

3 Methodology 

Most technology evaluation studies are based on subjective perceptions. This study measures objective 

data of actual learning activities. We use granular logging mechanism to track actual time spent on 

each learning activity and the navigation path of the every learner.  The main methodology used in this 

study is data analytics (LaValle et al. 2011).User’s actual activities are tracked and stored for both 

modes throughout the semester. The usage data will be obtained from the learning management log 

system, from the Open University student records information systems and granular usage logs will be 

retrieved from the technology provider. 

A pilot is conducted with about 150 students to compare the traditional e-learning pedagogy with the 

new one by assimilating the entire content of an academic course to the novel mode of presentation. 

An analysis of usage data is aligned with scholastic and personal records to portray the impact of using 

the new mode of presentation. 

The selected course for the pilot is based on an elective political science course. The courseware of the 

course includes about 40 hours of video lectures, an academic book, a study guide and 11 compulsory 

papers. Every chapter of the study guide was allocated with a learning path that encompasses all the 

relevant content. Every step represented a learning objective in the form of a question, a reading task, 

a lecture or other media and external web resource.  

Students are presented with the two modes of presentation, the traditional and the new one within the 

learning management system and are free to select either one or both based on their preferred mode of 

learning.  

4 Preliminary Results 

We are currently in the early stages of data collection and analysis. We intend to present our 

preliminary results at the conference. However, initial results look very promising and show that 

students, who choose to participate in the pilot, enjoy significant improvement in their ability to 

complete a learning path and to keep track with the weekly allocation of learning. 

5 Initial Discussion and Further Research 

On a broader perspective which falls beyond this research,  successful impact of the new mode of 

presentation may also allow better personalization capacities for special needs, e.g., attention deficit 
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hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and gifted learners, and might also be suitable for other learning 

settings, such as life-long learning environments, massive open online courses (MOOCs) and 

professional training.    
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1 Introduction & Research Questions 

 

Content websites are increasingly faced with the need to elicit both social participation in the 

form of user generated content and feedback, as well as payment within their current user bases in 

order to achieve sustainability. Recent research has found a link between those two needed 

contributions, and users' social participation in content websites was shown to drive their subsequent 

willingness to pay for these websites' services (Ramaprasad, Desmeules and Bassellier 2012, 

Oestreicher-Singer and Zalmanson 2013).  However, social participation as defined by these works is 

a voluntary act initiated by the user. What would happen if a website would initiate user participation 

by usage of requests and call to actions?  Could this website-initiated participation help improve 

overall social participation and website experience for its users? Can it lead to increased spending as 

well as increased voluntary participation? 

 

2 Research Methods 

 

In order to isolate the behavior of a single user from the surrounding community dynamics, we 

have built a YouTube-like video site we named VideoBook. The website includes the options to like, 

rate, tag or comment on videos freely. Users were introduced to the website as a new website that they 

were being asked to test for 20 minutes. Users were promised $2 USD for the task ($1 for basic 

participation and an additional $1 as a bonus for concluding the task and responding to a user survey). 

Manipulations entailed dividing the testing time in half and presenting prompts in VideoBook during 

the first ten minutes of usage: these were Calls to Action that appeared on the upper right corner of the 

screen and were accompanied by an arrow sign, directing the user to the appropriate button for 

performing the prompted action (see Figure 1). Users were required to perform the actions before 

continuing on to browse further videos. In the last ten minutes, users in all scenarios received no 

prompts and could voluntarily engage with the website.  
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Figure 1. Call for Action in VideoBook 

 

We tested for user's voluntary participation in the last ten minutes as well as users' spending 

via website donation. The latter was tested using real money by asking users to give back part of the 

$1 bonus they had just received for the purpose of "improving website services". The amount that a 

user committed to paying was then deducted from his or her compensation for participation, 

conveying a real willingness to donate.  

Thus far, we have conducted two studies on the VideoBook platform.  

Our first study aims to explore of the effects of single versus multiple acts of website-

initiated participation on users' onsite behavior and willingness to donate. Participants (n = 187, 50.5% 

female; average age = 35.5) were divided into three groups. The first group browsed the website freely 

with no interruption (hereafter referred to as the "No prompts" condition). The second group 

received a single prompt after one minute of usage, which asked them to rate the current video. They 

could continue watching the video but could not continue to further videos prior to completion of the 

task ("One prompt" condition). The third group received four prompts during the first ten minutes of 

usage ("Four prompts" condition).  

 Our second study aims to explore the effects of the order of website-initiated participatory 

acts. In each condition, participants (n = 124, 49.1% female; average age = 34.7) were exposed to the 

same four prompts during the first ten minutes of usage (one rate action, one tag, one comment and 

one like action). Via a pre-test, we determined and ordered the actions by the level of demand they put 

on the user, with rate being the less demanding followed by like, comment and tag. Participants were 

divided to two conditions. In the first condition (the "Ordered" condition), the prompts were 

presented from less to most demanding while participants in the second condition were exposed to the 

same prompts, but in a non-incremental sequence (the "Non-incremental" condition).  

  

3 Results 

In Study one, users in the "No prompts" condition rated 2.3 videos, on average, whereas users 

in the "One prompt" condition rated 3.6 videos on average (p < 0.05). Exposure to a prompt also 

seemed to have a positive effect on participation rate. In the "No prompts" condition, 61.9% of users 

voluntarily engaged with the website during the last ten minutes, whereas in the "One prompt" 
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condition 85.7% of users did so. There was no significant difference between participants in the "No 

prompts" scenario which agreed to donate 8.16 cents on average (of a possible hundred) and those in 

"One prompt" who donated 10.10 cents.  

Users in the "Four prompts" condition performed only a slightly greater number of "rate" 

actions compared with users in the "One prompt" condition, rating 3.86 videos on average. Users in 

the "Four prompts" condition were slightly less likely to participate compared with users in the "One 

prompt" condition, with a participation rate of 78.9%. Regarding spending via donation, it seems that 

more than one prompt is needed in order to affect the donation behavior of a user: users in the "Four 

prompts" condition donated 19.28 cents, a 136% difference than the "No Prompts" and of 90.8% of 

"One Prompt".  

In study two, users in the "Ordered" condition were 74% more likely than users in the "Non-

incremental" condition to engage in voluntary "rate" actions (in the last ten minutes of usage). Users in 

the "Ordered" condition rated 3.10 videos on average during the last ten minutes, whereas users in the 

"Non-incremental" condition rated only 1.78 videos (p < 0.05).  The "Ordered" condition was also 

associated with a slightly higher participation rate; 69% of users in the "Non-incremental" scenario 

engaged in voluntary actions during the last ten minutes, whereas 75% did so in the "Ordered" 

condition.  Last, willingness to donate to the website was almost two times higher in the "Ordered" 

condition than in the "Non-incremental" condition, with average donations of 9.82 cents (out of a 

possible 100) and 5.25 cents, respectively (See figure 2).  

 
Figure 2. Statistical Distributions of Donation Behavior 
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4 Discussion & Conclusions 

 

Our results thus far provide the first evidence to the effect of website-initiated participation on 

user's subsequent online behavior. We show that even when users engage with the social features in a 

website in a manner that is neither voluntary nor communal, their subsequent voluntary behavior is 

affected. The randomized experiments controlled for the potential endogeneity of using observational 

data. That is, in our experiment, differences in user participation could be attributed to the conditions 

to which users had been randomly assigned, rather than to unique characteristics of the users 

themselves. Current result reinforces the concept of the "Ladder of Participation", in which a user's 

increasing engagement with a website is associated with a change in his or her attitude towards the 

website and its value (Li & Bernhof 2008, Preece & Schneiderman 2009, Oestreicher-Singer & 

Zalmanson 2013). This research is novel in showing that such a "Ladder" exists in the context of a 

social website without the need for feedback from a community. Instead, engagement can be elicited 

through a consistent and gradual call for action from the website itself. This hints at a larger role that 

website managers can play in affecting the user experience in a community-oriented website. 
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Abstract 

 

Homophily is defined as the tendency of agents to associate with others that are similar to 

themselves and is considered to be one of the prominent properties of many social networks 

(McPherson, Smith-Lovin,  & Cook 2001). Most of the elaborate research on the subject is 

concerned with quantifying homophily in empirical real-world networks, although a number 

of researchers explored the effect of homophily on contagion processes such as diffusion of 

products and innovation (Aral, Muchnik and Sundararajan 2009, Aral 2011, Jackson and 

Pintado 2013, Aral, Muchnik and Sundararajan 2013). While the reported effects are 

significant and are likely to affect many other domains such as spread of contagious diseases 

or cascades of content in social media, the research is restricted by shortage of observational 

data. Absence of efficient way to model homophilous networks makes it difficult to 

generalize empirical results that may represent very specific cases, test them under variety of 

conditions, confirm and reuse results obtained by other researchers.  

 

In this study we propose a method that can generate any amount of similarity between 

network nodes on a given network. Our method is based on the notions of order and 

disorder represented by the concept of entropy, and takes advantage of the simulated 

annealing algorithm that helps tuning the system to the necessary amount or order.   Our 

method makes it easy to generate networks with arbitrary levels of homophily and text 

simulations of diffusion, network robustness and seeding in those realistic settings.  

 

Keywords: Homophily, Social networks, Contagion processes, Diffusion 
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1 Introduction  

Peer-production is a worldwide phenomenon where people share information without explicit 

demand to do so. Open source as one example of peer-production, allows collaboration work of non-

related people. When the tasks are accumulated, through worldwide collaboration, more participates 

can take part in the project on other fields (Benkler, 2006). Kittur et al., 2008 argue that a good 

Wikipedia page, one of the most notable examples of peer-production, needs a “high degree of 

coordination” between different contributors.  

Organization routines play a key role in the coordination of work. A routine is a pattern 

including actions made by many users in different times, in a structured manner. Organization routines 

can be divided into two aspects: The ‘ostensive’ aspect – the abstract and general idea of the routine 

which makes a schematic form for routines; and the ‘performative’ aspect which consists of the people 

taking part, the times of the routines and the places where the routine happens (Feldman & Pentland, 

2003). Coordination of work activities is of paramount importance in peer-production projects, and 

organizational routines are an essential coordination mechanism in them. The focus of this work is on 

the analysis of emergent routines within peer-production. In particular, we focus our attention on 

Wikipedia. Each Wikipedia entry is built as a distinct project and the routines associate with the 

activities done in an article by different contributors on different times.  

2 Research Objective 

The main objective of our research is to delineate the nature of emergent routines in peer-

production, and to develop a theoretical framework that explains how these routines affect 

organizational performance. We seek to capture and represent the sequences of activities that 

organically emerge in peer-production. We center our attention of the actors making the contributions 

to Wikipedia, and we represent a routine through the sequences of contributors working on a particular 

Wikipedia article.  

One of the key challenges in represent contributor co-production sequences is in defining a 

generic representation of these sequences (e.g. contribution by UserA and then by UserB is identical to 

contribution by UserC and then by UserD). 

A second challenge is in modelling long sequences of contributors’ activities and analyzing those 

using statistical techniques.  

3 Related Work 

Prior works in this area were investigated in few points of view. Jurgens & Lu (2012) 

represent contributors' relationship and articles considering the type of revision and the role of the 

contributor. Keegan et al. (2012) based the existence of relationship between contributors. While this 

prior work represents a good starting point for understanding the sequences of online collaboration, 

mailto:slev07@campus.haifa.ac.il
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their goal was to establish c-author dyads, and thus focused on very short sequences. In the 

organizational literature, Howison & Crowston (2014) explored especially new contributors’ 

participation in an article. Kane et al. (2014) preformed the first empirical research finding short 

sequences representation of contributor's activity and role in small scale qualitative study (a single 

article in Wikipedia). 

Referring to recent studies we understand the importance of developing a deep understanding 

of the sequential order of production activities (i.e. routines) that organically emerges, rather than pre-

designed. Nevertheless, we understand the importance of research and large-scale empirical analysis 

investigating the collaboration work (and routines in it) of long sequences. 

4 Research Method 

The dataset we use is based on Arazy et al. (2011) including 93 articles sampling the various 

topical categories within Wikipedia: culture, science, geography, people and self, society and history. 

We track all the revisions made in these articles (and who are the contributors editing them) from their 

inception until December 2012. The dataset extracted from Wikipedia API3. While using data mining 

methods, each revision was cleaned and stored locally on a MySQL database. Our dataset includes 

37,515 activities done by 16,616 distinct contributors. 

In order to overcome the difference between contributors, we created representation of the 

contributors’ revisions on Wikipedia articles taking into consideration: (1) the past behavior of the 

contributor on Wikipedia, (2) the past behavior of the contributor on the article itself and (3) the last X 

revisions made in the article and who made them. This representation allows us to look at the non-

specific contributor in Wikipedia and study routines from the contributors’ activity. The coding system 

is shown in table 1 and an illustration of it in table 2. 

 

Label Case Count % 

1 The contributor did the last revision in the article 2,228 8% 

3 The contributor did the revision before the last revision 1,835 6% 

4 The last revision of the contributor to the article was 3 to 5 revisions 

ago 

1,350 5% 

5 The contributor did revision earlier in the article 3,944 14% 

8 First contribution to the article (and not the first in Wikipedia) 19,562 68% 

9 First contribution to Wikipedia 4 0% 

Table 1:  Coding system 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

3 http://en.wikipedia.org/w/api.php 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/api.php
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Revision sequence Coding sequence 

UserA(10:10)-UserA(10:12)-UserB(10:15)-UserA(10:16) 8 1 8 3 
 

UserC(11:11)-UserC(11:12)-UserD(11:13) 8 1 3 
 

UserE(13:20)-UserF(13:34)-UserG(14:00)-UserE(14:51)-

UserG(14:59) 
8 8 8 4 3 

 

Table 2.  Example of the coding system 

A 10 minutes threshold was determined for revisions made by the same contributor in the 

same session. For instance, the revision sequence UserA(10:10)-UserA(10:12)-UserA(10:21)-

UserB(10:25)-UserA(10:26) will be coded as UserA(S:10:10,E:10:21)-UserB(S:10:25,E:10:25)-

UserA(S:10:26,E:10:26) when “S” represents the start of the revision and “E” represents the end of the 

editing session. This collapse of activities reduces the label “1” in 80%. Using this coding system, 

sequential activities represented by UserA-UserB-UserA-UserA and UserC-UserD-UserC-UserC 

(when all contributors are new to the article) will be both represent by 8-8-3-1. 

Table 1 represents the number of instances of each label and their percentage in the dataset. 

Using this representation, we calculated the appearance of sub-sequences in the length of 1-10 in the 

dataset in all successive sub-sequences of the same length. Next we calculated the expected frequency 

of each sequence by multiplying the probabilities of each involved label, as independent events. 

Comparing these values using Z- test reveals which sequences go beyond chance. 

5 Results 

 Contributors work in an editing session manner. Still, even after collapsing editing 

session, single-contributor sequences (e.g. 1-1, 1-1-1) appear well above chance. 

 New contributors to the article edit sequentially (e.g. 8-8, 8-8-8) more than expected by 

chance. Nevertheless, the activity done by a new contributor after a contributor known to 

the article appears below chance (e.g. 1-8-8, 3-8-8). 

 “Ping-Pong” between contributors exists. Patterns representing relationships between 2 to 

4 contributors in an article happen above chance (e.g. 3-3, 3-3-3, 4-4-4). 

 

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this preliminary work we created a general coding system taking into consideration the 

contributors’ co-production with editing session of 10 minutes. We revealed patterns in the 

contributors' activity occurring above chance and imply relationships between contributors. Our results 

show that although most of the activity in the articles is done by new contributors, recent contributors 

to the article still tend to stay active and contribute to the article. 

We intend to continue working on a larger dataset within Wikipedia (1000 articles, roughly 

700,000 activities done by 200,000 distinct contributors) in order to get wider understanding on the 

sequences of activities. Nevertheless, the presented coding and analyzing system can be assimilated to 

other peer-production projects. We would like to understand the connection of our findings to 

organizational performances and achieve theory-development of guidelines for achieving successful 

artifact. 
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Association for Information Systems (AIS). The goal of ILAIS is to promote the exchange of ideas, 

experiences and knowledge among IS scholars and professionals engaged in IS development, management 

and use.  

 


